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A time to give thanks
11/28/91 #l HATONBJ
I, Doris, wish to express my appreciation for and to all of you who are
so kind to me. I am especially
grateful to those of you who know
and work with me for your understanding and support--for I, too, am
but a human instrument--as bewildered as the rest of you in this time
of chaos. I do not understand my
own role in this wondrous experience for I am not psychic--nor can I
find my way downtown.
I am
overwhelmed with the information I
receive and I need to share it the
same as any who read the reports
and messages. Much is kept from
my view so that I don’t have to
“interpret”, although from time to
time I see and understand more
clearly for I do have ear to the
“horse’s mouth” and I perceive directly the “tone” of presentation
which brings word structure to
“life” and “intent”--the written
word cannot in full reveal the expression of love as it is given forth
and I am sorry for that. There is no
love on the face of the Earth which
can express that energy of love and
caring which I am given to witness.

To subscribe to The Phoenix
Liberator call America West
Publishers 800-729-4 131. For
subscription rates see the back
page of this issue.

I am so well attended that it is
NEVER the work of God with my
brothers of higher understanding
which causes me failure--it is the
incredible press of the human experience--but then, so it is with ALL.
I have but a job to do for which I
was trained and am but grateful to
be allowed this experience for I
have been allowed to see the other
side and know these speakers as you
know your parents or children or
your next door neighbor. I find no
separation in them except for the
roles they, like we, play in this
game of evolvement. So, is there
difference in YOU and me? No,
not any other than I have learned to
“allow the balance necessary for
their contact” for which I take no
credit other than one who learns to
transmit or receive a transmission
via a radio or transcription machine
which speaks in “code”. I was not,
but have become, a very good typist
in that I can make errors more
quickly than almost anyone I know,
and the people who clean up the
transcription do the hard work of
correcting and I thank them for I
am not given “time” to attend it.
I long for a way to share this
unimagined connection with all--I
have no experience nor have I experienced any “channels” or psychics
who claim recognition--I seem to
have none of the “symptoms” that I
am told of from others. I am but a
receiver and my transmitters simply
come into total silence and infinite
balance and their presence is as the

timelessness of infinity for a brief
expression of connection--just as if
you were tuning in a crystal set and
bring the frequency on the radio
into perfect reception without the
static or shrillness of “other” signals. My head hears those other
signals as you can hear the tones as
you change a radio dial--but I cannot interpret them. You ones who
cannot hear must realize that that
which the doctors often treat as
“ringing in the ears” is actually freintentionally
“tones”
quency
beamed to your “mind’‘--it is NOT
your EARS. Try being still for a
bit and tune in on those tones. It
will not be the audible ones which
you will HEAR but rather, those of
the higher frequency which will become evident to you as you attend
God and ask for the hearing. I
don’t know how I came to KNOW
for I was gifted to participate in a
reverse manner--from the “other
side”, so to speak.
I can only say that as I am given information I am not allowed the time
to think<about it--it is not my “job”
to interpret. When I am made privy
to the information, I am as bewildered as any as to how to accomplish that which must be done. In
that brief time of service, however,
it is without thought of negativity
regarding the task--I only KNOW
that we can do what needs the doing
for I am working with ones who
KNOW EXACTLY WHAT THEY
ARE DOING. “THAT” is my sanity. Friends, we WILL do it--we
will do our job and at this point it is
giving the WORD to the multitudes
and when that is accomplished, the
multitude will awaken--and evil

shall be put down--whether it be on
this planet or elsewhere--AND IT
DOES NOT MATTER ONE
WHIT--WHICH IT IS.
Thank you for allowing me expression for I am so humbly grateful to
be allowed some part in this most
precious and wondrous experience
May I further
of my lifestream.
make it known that my job is only
“first”--it is no greater! In fact, as I
work, I watch E.J. and George and
the “miracle workers” who take the
messages and transform them into
books and papers. I see that energy
move out to all of you who participate and press it further and/or
question and write and HEAR.
Yes, I become distressed and totally
awash with depression over the
events coming down around as the
tidal wave of oppression--but it is as
with any one of you--the human
weakness in the state of unrecognixed power. I KNOW that I alone
have the God Power to change all
that appears “amiss”--but only for
self. I further know that we must
unify in action and loving attention
to our instructions from our Creator--but I, too, have to find my human way in the maze for there
WILL NOT BE ANCYIHER GURU
“GOD” PRESENTED TO DO IT
FOR US--WE MUST DO IT FOR
OUR PLACEOURSELVES.
MENT IS PREPARED AND YES,
I HAVE SEEN IT--FROM THE
SMALLEST “PROBE” TO THE
LARGEST AND FINEST STATIONS OF EXPERIENCE--BUT I
CAN GET NO-ONE “THERE”
EXCEPT MYSELF FOR IN SGPlease see THANKS, next page.
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Claim your rights:, “I am a Jew”
11/28/91 #l HATONN

Witness:
While I have the floor for a mo- Date:
ment, I want to share another point
Evil is conjured by the “physical”with you. Hatonn was quite serious Robert also gave us a statement
expression for that is all we humans when he offered the suggestion that which is to be made in a personal
have with which to work and play we all pronounce ourselves “Jews” sized “card” which can be used as a
on this level of manifestation. God for this bursts the select and unique “business card” so that no-one
will, however, be right there to balloon of perception. But I am misses the point with whom you
guide our feet and hands if we but having great fun, as Doris, over speak or share this information. I
listen and follow instructions. He what has happened since that suggest that you also carry with you
will show us the way out of the writing. I want to share what one your signed legal certificate (above)
maze and tell us what to do to get to has done in writing and I hope we , in duplicates so that there is even
that goal--IF we listen tid are can conjure a way to make this a less reason for misunderstanding of
willing to express according to His wave across the nations.
It is the intent.
rules. If there were one thing I funny, it is delightful and I wish to
could give to all of you in this expe- give credit for the following writing
I AM A JEW
rience it is my ABSOLUTE to Robert Morse of North Carolina.
“KNOWING”. I believe that to be
the gift given in exchange for my
I AM A JEW
;EW AND CLAIM AiLA%
hands on a set of keys.
RIGHTS
AND PRIVILEGES
As of this date ---9 /
/
I, ATTACHED TO THAT TITLE!
Thank you for allowing me voice
hereby call
for I am so human in my expression myself a Jew and claim all the Signed:
that I do, from time to time, cry out Privileges, Rights and Honors atto be heard and I want to bonk ev- tached to that title;--specifically the
eryone on the head and say “look Right to be called one of God’s To make this a “legal” document, it
around”--we don’t have to be do-do CHOSEN PEOPLE, the Right to should be registered with the U.S.
birds or nit-wits. Those reactions live.in the State of Israel--(which is Government Secretary of State (and
are of evil intent set to cause us anywhere on Earth that I happen to I plan to send mine to the President
inability to think or act while be residing) and I further claim the as well). I may even send mine to
THEY get the world--well, I don’t Privilege of receiving large \ loans’ Mr. Shamir if my level of aggravawant THEM to have MY WORLD. of money from the Government of tion continues to grow over what I
Selfish?
Perhaps, for I know it the United States of America-- see happening as now the children
starts with ME--if I am to be a part monthly or more often, as needed.
are being TAUGHT in INDIANA
of the experience. There is no way
AND OTHER PLACES the lies of
to express my appreciation and Other Privileges, Rights and Honors the Holocaust! I also intend to send
thankfulness on this Thanksgiving (not yet specified) will be added to my statement to my State Officials
Day, 1991, for if I pass this day--I this list as deemed necessary.
and any other public office any of
will have grown from the experiyou readers can think of. I espeence and that which awaits us is NOTICE: Any person or Gov- cially suggest the Anti Defamation
without description--and it isn’t ernment who, knowingly or un- League and all Jewish Organistreets bogged with milk and mush knowingly, offends me, a Jew, in zations--because I have missed out
with honey or golden sidewalks--it any way, may be labeled *anti- too long by this persecution thrust
is EXPERIENCE IN MANIFES- semite ’, and may be tried as a upon myself by those bigots who
TATION
OF
ALL THINGS perpetrator of . Genocide’ in any claim all rights to israel and jewishWONDROUS, EXCITING AND country which has signed the ness. These organizations are obviFILLED WITH TECHNOLOGY Genocide Treaty.
ously a group of dangerous and
PHYSICAL
BEYOND
OUR
bigoted anti-semites and I, for one,
CAPABILITY TO IMAGINE--IT
am sick and tired of their abuse of
IS THE NEXT STEP INTO LET ALL PERSONS BEWARE! me. I, Doris, am open for any and
KNOWING AND EXPRESSION.
all suggestions. Those of the AntiTHOSE THINGS WILL NOT BE
Defamation League told me to “go
AVAILABLE TO THE HUMAN Signed this day of
to hell” and I can only say that as
SPECIES GIVEN INTO THE in the year -.
long as “they” are in power--I am
THAT
DESTRUCTION
OF
already “there”. Mr. Cooper tells
WHICH HAS BEEN ALREADY
me personally that he is going to
GIFTED INTO OUR TENDING
use “every fucking legal thing there
AND TO THAT WHICH WE Signed
is against me, you slimy little
HAVE FAILED MISERABLY TO
puke”, and I herein denounce him
ATTEND. Tunkanshila (Grandfaas an “Anti-Semite”! Could it be
ther), thank you for giving your
P!ease see JEW, next page.
trust into me for I am humble in Witness:
Date:
your expression. AHO!

THANKS, cont. from previous page.
DOING I WOULD TAKE FROM
YOU YOUR OWN EXPERIENCE-FOR IN THE ENDING WE ARE
BUT ONE AND IT IS DESTINED
THAT WE SHALL WALK TOGETHER INTO THE HIGHER
EXPERIENCE OF EXPRESSION.
These are the answers I am allowed
to “see” in my lessons and preparation “work” out of this human restriction for I have to realize that I
come not from Earth and I find
Earth somewhat of an abomination
of sorts which I long ago ceased to
understand--but that, too, is the
most important portion of my own
experience. I am also, on this day,
without adequate language to express thanks to those who work
with me and share this “confusion”-Druthea, Thomas and unnamed
others--perhaps even A. N. Other-who doesn’t even recognize his
direct line of communication. We
don’t understand and yet I’m sure I
speak for all of you who HEAR--I
would go to my death willingly to
secure that love and place I have
been given in that higher expresThere is nothing of the
sion.
human expression that can “touch
the hem of His garment” in
approximation to that fulfillment in
service. Further, I shall have to be
physically “taken out” before I shall
cease my work. This statement ii
for you who see my frustration and,
at times, desperation as we battle
life and enemies on this earth plane.
I have now been given knowledge
and I can discern Truth from lie and
I watch and listen to those who
attack and proclaim their own status
as receivers and I am caused to
laugh at them, and to fear for the
masses of innocent readers--for God
simply does not project as they
represent Him and I can see the evil
intent around their beings and
comprehend the subtle falseness in
their projections as they project that
which is purely “physical”.
The
“physical” is but the journey and
experience--the YOU is ‘that which
is God reflection. God will work
with the physical for that is. exactly
what He has projected--His own expression in., each, fragment called
human and He: .awaits US seeing the
difference. .’

Who is buying Baker, and Tavlorfage3
J
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It is my honor to be allowed service
with you ones. I also take the opportunity to express my own love
and appreciation.
I am most
“Thankful” this day for the swell of
Truth is rising about the lands and-although you cannot see it for it is
hidden from you--there is GREAT
HOPE. With each new realization
of Truth instead of lie belief-we
gain in great strides and, dear
ones, the people ARE awakening!
YOU will simply have to bear with
us longer as we bring that which
seems so dastardly but we are not
yet unshrouded of the cover-ups
and you must equate that which is
happening elsewhere with that
which is happening within your

JEW, cont. from previous page.
that Mr. Cooper is giving you lies
about “aliens”? I suggest you study
documentation
and
information
readily available--and NOT just
from JOURNALS. Herein and
herewith may it be proclaimed this
day, Thanksgiving, 1991. You see,
friends, I AM a Semite of lineage-although I AM NOT A KHAZARIAN ZIONIST BY EVEN THE
REMOTEST DEFINITION. I suggest all of you consider your own
historical HERITAGE! If I have
learned nothing else in these past
couple of years of writing--I have
learned to be open to possibilities
and when told to NOT look at those
possibilities--I go as rapidly as I can
to the information in point-anywhere I can get it. Their thrust is
to prevent us from gaining information and Truth and so far it has all
but destroyed a planet.
Well, Commander says I have had
my fun for the day and we have
work to do. Thank you for allowing me to share for I do have the
very human aspect of feeling “left
out” and totally ignorant as well as
helpless to change anything--most
of the time. D.E.
*****
LOOK, GIVE HER A PARAGRAPH AND
SHE TAKES
PAGES. Hatonn present and it appears none too soon for she becomes a bit of a hard act to follow.

own places. It will be through
“unity” that you shall overcome
the adversary. We of the Command of Hosts as sent forth at this
glorious time of evolvement are
overjoyed to be allowed service.
We have great and wondrous things
to accomplish and so shall it be.
salu.
I have several things which have
been brought to me with urgent inquiry and petition to “share”. Perhaps this is an excellent time to do
so. The information can act as confirmation for, you see, the Truth
SLIPS through from time to time
and if you know what you are seeking--you will see it right through
I will use as an
the shroud.
example a rather “unnotable” article
from
the
George
sent
to
“Publisher’s” information letter and
he gives it to me for its hidden
Let me just copy it
importance.
here, and then I ask you to see what
you perceive without us prenotioning your attention.

confidentiality”, the Carlyle Group
is a private merchant bank and
investment fii
in Washington,
D.C., that has major ties to the
White House and national politics.

told PW.

Co-owned by the company’s
board of managing directors and the
Richard King Mellon “family interests”, the Carlyle Group was
founded in 1987 by Frank Carlucci, whose background included
decades of top-level government
service, including his most recent
positions under President Reagan
as Secretary of Defense (19871989) and as Assistant for National Security Affairs. (He was
also Deputy Director of the CIA
from 1978-1981). [H: Bush boy?]

Asked about who at Baker &
Taylor will be offered the opportunity to co-invest in the company,
D’ Aniello said those details are still
in the negotiation phase. “But at
this point, the very minimum will
be the heads of all of the divisions
and I’m assuming it will go down to
key managers at lower levels as
well. ”

Now vice-chairman of the Carlyle Group, Carlucci has surrounded
himself with several other politically connected company advisors
One is
and managing directors.
David Rubenstein, a managing
director who--during the Carter
QUOTE
Administration--served as Secretary of the Treasury and ChairPUBLISHER’S WEEKLY
man of tbe Federal Reserve
Board. [H: Everybody with us so
From: Publishers WeeklylNovember far?--especially all you goodly
29, 1991.
Jews?]
-BUYING

BAKER gC
TAYLOR?

With close ties to government, the
four-year-old Carlyle Group has
made acquisitions worth $1.2 billion and intends to make its
newest the world’s largest single
source of English-language books.
Even though the sale of Baker &
Taylor Books--and its video and
software distribution units--has not
yet been finalized, the deal between
buyer and seller is said to be
“moving along smoothly”, so PW
decided to learn a little more about
the Carlyle Group, which is in the
process of purchasing the intemational book wholesaler from W.R.
GlW2.
Known, according to the company’s press release, for its
“national reputation of, superior fi!nancial skills, high returns on invested capital and a high degree of

.

Also associated with the investment firm, in a senior advisor capacity, is Frederic V. Malek, who
was appointed by President Bush
to direct the 1990 Economic
Summit of Industrialized Nations;
he also served as director of the
1988 Republican Convention and
in various “policy-level positions”
in the federal government.

“We prefer to structure our
deals so that they are co-investment
opportunities with the management
kam.”

In addition, he confirmed that
Gerald Garbacz, Grace executive
vice-president and head of Grace
Specialty Businesses--who will become president and CEO of Baker
& Taylor Distribution once the deal
is done--was the person responsible
for bringing the book wholesaler to
the attention of the Carlyle Group.
(Garbacz, who ran Baker &
Taylor before moving to Grace, is
also said to have White House
connections, in the area of defense, dating back to the Kennedy
administration.)
D’Aniello, who has held top
management positions with the
CORPORATION
MARRIOTT
(BUSH family), Pepsico and
TWA, said the Carlyle Group
hopes to open Baker & Taylor up
to “many interesting new opportunities both internationally and
domestically in the area of marketing and information services.
What we’d like to be able to do”,
he said, “is build on the strength
of that company-beyond the distribution function. We’d like to
see it become more of a national
extension of its suppliers’ marketing departments. And, on the
client-side, we’d like to provide
more shelf-ready services to assist
and add value at the retail and
wholesale level, such as point-ofsale consulting and other services
for libraries and such.”

Despite the investment firm’s
connection in politics, its professional emphasis is on big business.
According to managing director
Daniel D’Aniello (whose profez+
sional background is free of DOB
&, and who will serve as Carlyle’s key liaison to Baker & Taylor), the firm has done “about $1.2
BILLION in capital value of acquisitions” since its inception four
years ago. “We’ve largely acquired
Ultimately, he said, “We’d
service companies and our primary like to expand on what we think
philosophy is to invest in market
Please see B&T, next page.
leaders and in companies that have
‘superior management teams,” -he
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-The’Alaskan conspiracv
d

B&T, cont. from previous page.
MORE
one
of
the
FORMIDABLE
ASSETS IN THE
INDUSTRY.
MAKING BAKER &
TAYLOR THE SINGLE LARGEST
SOURCE
OF
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE BOOKS IN THE ENTIRE
WORLD. ”

is

Interview by: Maureen O’Brien
END OF QUOTING
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I have received some numerous
copies of an article which appears
to have originated in a reprint found
in the CBA BULLETIN, Vol. 10,
Issue 11; Nov. 1991. (CBA, P.O.
Box 935, Medford, Oregon 97501.
(503/779-7709). The inquiry is the
same: “Is this true?” Oh yes, indeed, indeed! Thank you for sharing and asking. I think it worthy of
reprint herein that it can move into
more attention as I would hope
other newswriters would also effect.
It is only through this- media of
what
might
be
considered
“underground” that citizens can
ever learn of Truth--as you can see
from the above--soon all except
“authorized” material will be‘ ille-

I couldn’t resist. the highlighting of
some portions but I believe you will
see the unspeakable control and intent of this group. The article is
simply a write-up of notable
“interest” and actually appears to
TO Gw
have more credibility because of its APPRECIATU
v
“high” connections. What do you
think? Can you put the paper down
a ’ moment and think about the Because of my personal interaction
above--or, re-read it and then pon- with Dharma and Oberli, I feel remiss in not giving appreciation to
der it?
George and Desiree every moment
Do you think this company is going of every day. These two people go
to print the JOURNALS? Do you before the firing-squad and deinsulters--CONand
think perhaps they will now control bunkers
They, like Dharma
the press of publications as they do STANTLY.
the media??? DO YOU SEE HIS- and Oberli, have poured every last
TORY IN THE VERY INCUBA- drop of energy and all assets into
TION?
Ah, chelas, this is EX- this project and yet they treat it as
ACTLY the manner in which the “simply our jobs”. No, it is not
other things came about in your “simply their jobs”--and they serve
world--hidden, unsuspected and yet without complaint nor the desire for
blatant in intent to deceive a world. “attention” and I am humbled to be
This intent is to be the biggest in in association. I can protect them
the “whole world”. Moreover, as but I cannot do this confrontation
other publishers are driven by fear “for” them and I wish to make pubor collapse--out of business, and/or lic acknowledgement to them for
they simply “buy-up” all other the endless months and hours of
presses (for they certainly have the service with little reward except
assets and no distribution company “just remaining alive in the physical
can compete)--can you see the re- format”. “That” in itself is NOT a
very good reward in their own insults??
I
terpretation--believe me, friends-for
them, to simply make that
Now: WOULD YOU KNOW THIS
“transition”
would be far preferIF WE DIDN’T TELL YOU? SO
able. At any rate, beloved ones, I
BE IT!
thank you on behalf of the rest of
I will leave the above subject but I your team as well as unto all of you
believe you get the impact of that who give until you have no more
type of massive subterfuge and time or assets to give. The rewards
control of the masses--for it is in- are awaiting a hundred fold--it is
tended that all “foreign language” the promise of God. I salute you-books be translated into English not as human but as equal to self
through that source; allowing for and it will be a while before you rethe “correction” of any desired por- alize the magnitude of such a statement. Salu.
tions.

gal.

here touring around by airplane,
visiting the “locals” and the Eskimos (some couldn’t even speak EnQUOTE
glish). Her return to Texas(?) to
write ICE PALACE which was
THE ALASKANCQNSPIRACY
VERY PRO STATEHOOD with its
We recently received the fol- propaganda to the “lower 48” folks.
lowing letter from a friend in
Alaska was set up with BorAlaska and thought our readers
would find the important informa- oughs (like New York) rather than
tion surprising and necessary to Counties. We have no Sheriff.
their continuing studies.
You will remember our Governor Hickel who was called by
Dear Friends:
Nixon in the 1960’s to sit on his
I have xeroxed some informa- Cabinet? When Hickel (or so we
tion for you on the Alaska State- are told) advised Nixon to listen to
hood issue and have more to do di- 1the young folks, he was fired!
redly from Alaska Statutes on Hickel wrote the book WHO
Statehood and the Tennessee Plan. OWNS AMERICA? and revealed
Will try to get that done this week that the oil companies owned
America. Since ALL oil companies
and in the mail to you soon.
here are owned by the British, then,
Here’s another bit of info on the who owns America? I suspect that
voting for Alaska Statehood. The the British Law of Shetar is now
federal government brought in being pulled all across Europe-Rus12,000 “Gandy Dancers” to work sia-and U.S. Hickel is once again
on the Railroad and 20,000 military Governor here. He will be going to
for a WINTER training operation at Russia very soon for a conference.
the end of October. They were Perhaps this will be about the new
here just long enough for the 30 day ice-bridge connection???
residency requirement for voting
My friend tells us that the insurand then packed up and left right
after the election.
WE DON’T ance people here are going for 6
HAVE WINTER IN OCTOBER! MONTHS TRAINING in Florida to
TO MY KNOWLEDGE THERE learn new insurance laws and meth,WAS NO RAILROAD WORK ods. All oil activity is at a halt poDONE! I understand that Congress sition here right now.
passed special legislation for the
There is a high military influx
military to vote on a “special residency” situation. Apparently they here in Anchorage and in Fairbanks
were afraid that the locals were not (Eielson Air Force Base) coming
from Clark AFB (Philippines).
that strong in “joining” the Union!
Much increased housing construcFrom what I can figure out, the tion is taking place on the bases.
Tennessee Plan was set up for
Congress to admit Corporations into
21 out of 28 department heads
the Union as 14th Amendment at the University of Alaska have
states. There were several others been filled by Soviets.
admitted in like manner--Hawaii,
There is a VERY HEAVY emetc. Also, we seem to come into
the picture under ADMIRALTY phasis on cultural exchange proJURISDICTION meeting the WA- grams. Alaska Airline has a direct
TER ROUTE (Maritime Laws). flight to a city in Russia (I can’t
There doesn’t seem to be ANY remember the name right now).
ALASCOM has direct communicaCommon Law in this State.
tion from here to there, too.
To recap a few of the other
A “buddy system” of Soviet popoints I mentioned to you when you
licemen riding around with our lowere here:
Edna Ferber’s 3 week visit up

Please see ALASKA, next page.

ALASKA, cont. from previous page. tans were converted Jews. LOOK
cal policemen and likewise ours in AT THEIR NAMES! They AngliRussia. (Do I smell a United Na- cized their names and took
Christopher
tions influence here?) Anchorage “Christian” names.
Columbus
(Don
Cristobal
Colon-International Airport has just rehis
eldest
son,
Diego)
brought
Jews
cently turned over to the Municipal
from
Spain
in
1492.
(Colon
=
police its security functions at the
Airport (they don’t do that lightly!). colony!) Washington, District of
Columbia (Why?) British Columbia
Columbia
University
For the past forty years or more WY?)
the Russian flights have been com- (Jewish). Columbia the Gem of the
ing into Anchorage International Ocean!
Airport (AIA). About five years
War of 1812-&e British Bank
ago they erected a la-foot high
Charter
had expired and our
fence completely around the runCongress
would
not renew it. Big
ways. They told us that it was for
History
security purposes in case of war about it resulted!
books
and
current
day
Encyclope“terrorism”. THE LOCALS HERE
dias hardly mention it.
EnARE NOT “TERRORISTS”!
cyclopedia Britannica (Jewish) first
Basis for ALL
Let me remind you about the encyclopedia.
OTHER
encyclopedias!
relationship
between the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC and the
Federal Reserve System, which is
their monthly supplement to their
Shareholder’s Report.
Theodore
Roosevelt, who was known for his
establishment of National Parks and
wildlife refuges also gave those
lands as collateral to the Federal
Reserve. National Parks and D-2
lands are collateral for loans. They
closed the mine here in about
1938???
Alaska was once known as
“Guggenheim Land”. The British
Israel Identity message is Jewish.
Identifyism is Jewish to the core.
Admiralty Law came out of the old
Persia (Babylon) and went to EngTook over England and
land.
Scotland, and became the “British
Isles”.
[II: Everybody awake?]
The Queen had TWO Coronations.
One, the Queen of England and the
other the Queen of Israel (Great
Britain). Both the State of Israel
and Kuwait were set up by British.
(Kuwait is owned by British
Petroleum.) 1

There is MUCH, MUCH more,
and MORE to be researched. IT
WOULD TRULY BE WONDERFUL to have someone with the time
and research skills to come up here
NOW and get all this material together! Many of the people are still
alive for interviews re: Statehood.
The uncanceled check for the
“purchase” of Alaska is here on
display.
Funny thing, the paperwork doesn’t say “Purchase”, it
Alaska was
UYS “LEASE”!
LEASED, not PURCHASED, and
therefore belongs to.. . .?? Newspapers of the era are still available.
THERE
IS
NO
RELIGION
HIGHER THAN TRUTH!
I must close for now. I will
send the xeroxing mentioned above
within a few days. Have a report
from the Chickaloon Natives on
Statehood and the CONSTITUTIONAL STATUS AND GOVERNMENT OF ALASKA (1927).
Very interesting.
Victory and Valhalla!

Remember your article in the
PATRICK HENRY booklet on
END OF QUOTATION
“Washington’s Surrender” by Senator McCarthy? How he links the
Dharma, let us have a break--I do
Comwallis was
British Empire!
not believe I need to make any
“right on”!
comment on the preceding for it
ACCURATELY
most certainly
London--inner
city--Admiralty
speaks for itself. I trust you readers
Law--Insurance--the
Cecils and
will keep us posted on additional
Rhodes from the Aegean Sea. Cecil
publication regarding this matter.
Rhodes--Rhodesia--Rhode
Island-the first State to give citizenship to Please see ALASKA, next page.
Jews. The Pilgrims and the Puri-

News Briefs Pag
BRITISH
CROWN THROUGH
THE
COMMITTEE
OF 300. RE11/29/91 #l HATONN
MEMBER, WHATEVER COMES
Let us look at “fragments” before DOWN-THE BIG BOYS AT THE
we move into more detailed sub- “TOP” ARE ALL WORKING FOR
jects. You need to attend several THE SAME GOAL-RULERSHIP
OF THE
things this day to watch the unfold- AND OWNERSHIP
PLANET.
ing.
BANKS IN THE SOVIET
lzzm!
The “central” banks in the Soviet
are OUT OF MONEY! They will
be completely devoid of hard
money by the end of the weekend.
First go the rubles, then the dollars
and then nothing. This is a massive
attempt to pull the government
down. Note what can happen when
the people refuse to allow a central
government
to have
“blood”
(money via taxes). What will happen? Oh, perhaps a rescue but not
of the sort you expect for note back
a day or so where the headlines
read: “Bush endorses shift in Soviet
Relations,” i.e.: “President Bush
has authorized a major shift in
American policy away from the
central Soviet government and
toward the republics, deciding to
recognize an independent Ukraine
’ expeditiously’ if the second-largest
republic
with
Soviet
breaks
Moscow.. . . ”

FALLING MARKETS--JAPAN
Japan is losing massively in the
market. The market is off sharply
(daily) for over a week now. This
is “serious” time, chelas.

All are in trouble--Germany is in
real trouble and so reflects the
British market. You see, England
is bankrupt--the wealth is in the
hands of the Crown--not the country.,

I repeat: The markets are only a
manipulation of Britain’s ownership
through the British Israelites. It all
happened while you dreamt of sugarplums and tooth fairies.
You
have also been conditioned to violence so that you will praise Allah
for another WAR to help the economy. After all, what are a few
million husbands and children killed
and mangled if you can continue to
have your beer and crumpets? Get
We have given you blow by blow ready for it’s on its way.
events as to be expected, so check it
out for these ARE your confirma- SHUTTLES AND SATELLITS
tions. Watch Dr. Coleman’s countdown to economic “Doomsday” be- Dear ones, the spying from your
cause the events are falling right on latest shuttle is on the U.S. Your
little floating children playing at
cue.
something or other--are setting
FALLING MARKETSsurveillance capability on the satelAMERICA
lite that can watch over 7,000 targets at once--as. to heat and “ray”
Note the fiasco going on in your
emissions.
The rocket sent from
markets and the total failure of your
Vandenberg Base yesterday--gave
“large” multi-corporations to coopyou the bad news! And you don’t
erate. Well, they can’t cooperate
know what took place elsewhere
for what is “left” of them in the
from New Zealand, French Guiana,
U.S. is in dismal shape.
The
Australia, and the Aleutians.
shoring up is coming from worthless paper and there you “have it”.
PHOENIX. AZ
I want all of you to puy attention
here, please.
The world markets
are nothing but a manipulation of
the British ownersir& of your
world. l%e govenrments AND the
industn’es of any importance
whatsoever are OWNED BY THE

A friend called upon me to answer
as to whether or not the information
that there would be something over
Phoenix, like an atomic explosion-Please see BRIEFS, next page.

;
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Ongoing cover-up at Bohemian Grove

1J/29/91 #l HATONN
I ask that herein we copy an article
from yesterday’s Daily News (1 lB-91).
You ones cannot seem to
bring yourselves to see the cover-up
and controls upon you. Let us just
Copy the article as is for I do not
wish to take more time with the
matter at this time.

part of the business elite. That Bohemian Grove, Mathison hiked media executives hobnob with news
has to affect coverage. By JEFF over back-country trails to sneak makers. Walter Cronkite, for exCOHEN
into the July “encampment” three ample, resides at the same lodge at
different times. The third time, he the grove as George Bush. But the
It was pure luck that a Time ran into the Time Warner executive grove--whose membership includes
Warner journalist ran into a Time who recognized him and tossed him every Republican President since
Warner executive this summer at a out.
Coolidge, and on whose premises
redwood retreat 70 miles north of
presidential campaigns have been
San Francisco.
It was also bad
Mathison had already learned a fueled and the Manhattan (A-bomb)
luck, at least for the journalist. The lot. Contrary to the claims of the Project conceived--is off-limits to
THE DILEMMA OF COR- Time Warner executive threw him grove, Mathison saw more than just news coverage.
PORATE MEDIA, BOSSES: Re- out.
Former
summertime relaxation.
porting: Today’s news executive is
Secretary of the Navy John
Since the grove is such a closed
You see, it wasn’t just any re- Lehman, for example, gave a lec- institution, it is admittedly difficult
BRlEFS, cont. from previous page. treat. The chance meeting occurred ture in which he stated that the for journalists to cover. But what
at the exclusive, super-secret Bo- Pentagon estimated 200,000 Iraqis about other issues that affect reWell, it was hemian Grove, where the old boys
on the yesterday.
were killed during the six weeks porters’ new mega-corporate masplanned already and postponed-- (no women, ever) of America’s
of the Gulf War. @I: There were ters? How tough can the public exeven Mr. Cooper knew as much. government and corporate elite
actually over a million but that is pect major media to be in covering
Since the bastard killers keep their gather each summer for two weeks
not what is important here as you mergers, buyouts and executive
toys within your atmospheric limits of laid-back
schmoozing
and will see.]
The Pentagon never greed in an era of middle-class
and the bombs stationed on radio speechmaking, not to mention the gave the rest of us an official downturn and layoffs?
towers where they can simply be club’s mock-Druid fire rituals.
count. Other speakers included
detonated--we can’t interfere. I am
Well, working journalists are
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
not going to answer, T.D., such a
And it wasn’t just any joumal- and former Health, Education part of that middle class, with reaquestion because I refuse to play the ist. Dirk Math&n was, until re- and Welfare Secretary Joseph A.
After Time
son to be cautious.
game of pitch and catch with any- cently, the enterprising San Fran- Califano, speaking on MAmerica’s
merged with Warner to form the
one.
cisco bureau chief of People maga- Health Revolution--Who Lives, biggest media firm in the world,
zine, owned by Time Warner. Who Dies, Who Pays.”
Time Warner Chairman Steve Ross
I am asked by various ones “...is it Since reporters are banned from
told Variety that journalists “cannot
time for me to move to your
Expecting to read all about it in afford to be anywhere but part of a
ZUCZI?...”Do you not think there is ISRAEL IN YOUR DOORYARD People? It won’t happen. Even strong, diverse company with global
much to be done in the area in
though Mathison embarked on the reach and responsibility. ..A diwhich you are located? Ponder it
Bohemian
Grove story with his ed- verse, financially strong media
11/29/91 #l HATONN
for I am told by ones that you have
itor’s approval and even though company makes it possible for manyour own interchange with higher Note that this week “LUZ” Intema- Mathison says his article was so agers to attract and nurture talented
energies--so, why do you continue tional Corporation (the largest hot well received that extra space was journalists.”
to ask ME for verification?
Yes, oil, solar electric plant in the world) allotted for it, the storv was mvsReason?? They
many of us “go a long way back”, filed bankruptcy.
&riouslv killed.
Instead of nurturing journalists,
didn’t
get
a
”
.
..fair
share of govbut it is THIS duty at hand which
Time Warner--thanks largely to
ernment subsidies and support relaholds importance.
People’s managing editor told debt incurred during the merger-tive to other alternative energy inmy researchers that although he had recently laid off 600 magazine emT.D. reports that in an Arizona area stallations” .
authorized Mathison to infiltrate the ployees, including 19 of 7Ime’s 75
many boxcars were discovered off
grove, he later killed the piece after correspondents, to achieve a savings
on a siding. They were’ observed I find that most interesting since realizing that he had authorized of $30 million. (This after Ross,
for a long time and no-one claimed U.S. money entirely built the in- “trespassing”. He denied any pres- the nation’s most highly compenthem nor was there activity around stallation on U.S. soil and the sure from Time Warner higher-ups. sated chief executive, made $78
them. As curiosity got greater, the builders lived luxuriously in Westmillion last year in salary and stock
police inspected them only to find wood, etc., in the Los Angeles
Mathison said a full explanation profits.)
they were all filled full of manacles area. Is this important? ONLY IN would be elusive: “It’s easier to
(handcuffs and’ shackles). Yes in- THAT THIS IS A FULLY- penetrate the Bohemian Grove than
And what about Dirk Mathison,
deed, and the detention camps are OWNED AND OPERATED E
the Time-Life building. ”
the enterprising journalists who
RAELI COMPANY!!
I warned
awaiting.
tried
to cover the lords of free enyou about this one also and no-one
But one need not penetrate terprise?
He’s one of the 600.
ALASKA, cont. from previous page. even blinked an eye. You will lose Time-Life to realize what this
He’s been notified that his San
almost all of your backup support
episode says about journalism to- Francisco bureau will be shut down
We will face some other enlighten- system for the entire L.A. area day: It can be difficult for joumal- Dec. 31 in a cost-cutting measure.
ing facts regarding the lies of the when the dam in Nevada is de- ists to report fully on America’s
postal system when we again sit to stroyed and Luz is shut down. An political and economic elite when
Jess Cohen is the executive diwrite. Thank you for your attention earthquake will leave the coast their bosses are loyal members Of rector of Fairness & Accuracy in
without backup energy supply for
and you ones for your service.
Reporting, the New York-based mean indefinite period for the individ- that elite.
Please see GROW, next Page.
Hatonn to clear, Salu and Adonai ual electric plants, within the area
Every year at Bohemian Grove,
itself,
are
already
set
for
sabotage.
a

Ship releases
contaminated water
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From San Diego, Calif. A nuclearpowered navy cruiser has leaked
several hundred gallons of radioactive water in five Navy ports since
last year. The USS Long Beach has
a malfunctioning primary relief
valve. But not to worry because the
government refuses to overhaul the
reactors because they plan to
“retire” the vessel. What of the
men aboard with constantly growing
radiation levels? What of the sealife? What will they do with the
leakage while “retired”--unfortunately you cannot “retire” nuclear
“reactors” like turning off the gas
supply. Good luck!

IBM increases lay-offs
11129191#l HATONN
Remember that little company
called IBM? In a move akin to the
breakup of the East bloc, InMachines
Business
ternational
Corp. has embarked on a plan to
split the lumbering giant of the
computer industry into swifter“Swiftermoving subsidiaries.
moving” is your clue. This is another of your “British-Zionist”
companies and the full intent is to
“swifter-move” the operations OUT
OF THE U.S. JUST LIKE THEY
“COMMUNICADID
THEIR
TIONS CENTER”.

More unemployed
11/29/91 #l HATONN
The U.S. has more unemployed and
homeless than ever in history, considering population. The homeless
problem is massive and exploding.
The problem is now touted to reach
every village as well as major
Low cost housing and
cities.
shelters are also at an all-time low.
I remind you who are building these
new Domes (I speak to my “own”)-get with the play, the need is
NOW! The government is under
Please see PROBLEM, next page.
GROVE, cont. from previous page.
dia-watch group that publishes
joumd Extra!

the

This ends the quoting but I want to
make a brief comment: “You who
call yourselves ‘Jews’ as is Mr.
Cohen, had better wake up quickly-for you are NOT ON THE LIST
OF SURVIVORS!”

Mormons involved in BCCI scandal
11/29/91 #l HATONN
I am continually queried about the
“Mormons” and how “they” fit. I
don’t speak of religious groups. If
anything is done in “SECRET
PLACES” and in secret ritual--IT
IS NOT SET UP BY GOD! It is
none of my business and I shall not
ARGUE with you--facts are facts
and SECRET, SELECT GROUPS
WHICH ONLY ALLOW INNER
pARTI(J1pATION WITH THE
PAYING OF FEES AND SWORN
OATH TO SECRECY--IS NOT OF
GOD!

vestigated at present.

good witnesses.

Hatch, representing the Church of
LDS, is involved in business deals
with Houston entrepreneur Munzer
Hourani and Mohammad Hammoud. Both are completely linked
to the Bank of Credit and Cornmerce International. This involvement is linked with all sorts of tentral money laundering and arms
trafficking with support of termists.

Well, Hatch has publicly defended
BCCI which he now says he did for
“Ahman”-- suggest that all of you
attend the fact that Robert Altman,
First
president
of
American
Bankshares and completely involved
with a Bush twiglet, CenTrust Savings Bank of Miami IS A FOREMOST ZIONIST AND “ISRAEL
FIRST” SPOKESMAN.

Hammoud is also a BCCI shareholder and operated as a key front
Now as to political connections. for the outlaw bank. Hourani readMy yes--the Mormon Church is to- ily admits Hatch offered to help him
tally involved in all of the scandals- get money from BCCL
-specifically the BCCI case.
Does Mr. Hatch know all of this?
Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah is Of course, blind lambs--he is going
completely involved and has links to have a “statement” to release
directly to the banking scandal. I “soon”--as soon as he can find a
believe you will find he is being in- good cover story and buy off a few

You just “can’t believe it?” Sorry
about that--I cannot help what YOU
believe for I give you facts and it
will be facts of truth that shall prevail.
These vipers are being backed into
a comer by their own doing and
guess what vipers do when
cornered? I thought you might get
the drift.

The ultimate mail fraud
11/29/91 #l HATONN
mails, or opposes it, is ignorant,
deluded..
and not very observant.
Dharma, allow us to move on for
there are a couple of subjects I
The legal, factual status of the
promised to outlay for you. We
post
office is documented in numerwill begin with the Mail Fraud.
ous pages of fine-print statutes
I thank Jim Hazel for the following. (Title 39 USCA), Code of Federal
His address is: P.O. Box 1317 Regulations (CFR), Postal Manuals
and case law court decisions, all of
Brookings, Oregon 974 15.
which violently conflict with and
contradict..
.what everybody knows.
THE ULTIMATE MAIL
But
what
normal
person would want
FRAUD<
to read all that legal stuff? You’d
have to be a lawyer to understand
QUOTE:
it, and a nerdy egghead to enjoy it.
Everybody knows...the Post OfWhat everybody knows about
fice is a government institution.
the
post office is what everybody
Just ask anybody on the street and
he’ll tell you so. And some people else knows. End of discussion; end
like the fact that the Post Office is of argument. Should some troublerun by the government. And some maker suggest that the mails are
people don’t. Some people, most controlled by a private, obscenelyof whom see government as a bum- profitable business monopoly, evbling, wasteful bureaucracy, pro- erybody will shun him like a
pose that the Post Office should be drooling madman, because everyprivatized; that it should be oper- body knows that’s not so...and
ated as a private business. And a that’s the end of it.
lot of people agree with them.
Funny how everybody sees what
they
want to see. They see what
But everybody, without exception, who thinks the Post Office is supports their ingrained prejudices
an agency of government, and who and delusions. But they are totally
supports government control of the blind to facts that challenge them to

examine long-held dogmas. And
they can get downright rude, even
violent, when someone throws them
a hard, fast, 97 MPH incontrovertible fact. With some folks it’s like
someone just told them their spouse
has been seen sleeping around.
“My mind is made up”, they seem
to say. “Don’t confuse me with
facts.” [H: Or, as Judge J. Brent
said in the municipal court of Mojave to these people fighting for
their property.. . “. . .I refuse to hear
any more facts in this matter.” It
was like a rerun of a very bad
Grade F movie in which you think
no such thing ‘could ever actually
be stated’. It becomes more understandable that the entire taped session was totally removed from the
file when the clerk said there were
three copies of the tape in point.
Then a ‘reconstruction hearing’ was
set up with only the Judge and the
attorneys present--and changed the
actual happenings.
You are in
trouble, America and World! ]
And so--relative to this question
of whether the post office is a government institution or a private
Please see MAIL, next page.
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E.T. The movie
11/29/91#1 HATONN
A. nice Thanksgiving movie, this
No, it is without con“E.T.”
Number one--there are
science.
NO aliens who look like that. Any
mutant appearing beings are created
on Earth--not in space to terrorize
you at this time of critical evolution. Neither are the space brotherhoods “stupid”and childish! YOU
ARE BEING PREPARED FOR
OF
INTRODUCTION
THE
“THOSE DEVASTATING HOSTILE ALIENS” JUST AS I HAVE
WARNED YOU! There are a lot
of things headed for Earth planet-but one of them IS NOT A
CYLINDRICAL OBJECT DUE TO
HIT ON THB FIFTH OF DEBARELY
CEMBER--OR
“SQUEAK” BY. YOU ARE NOW

MAIL, cont. from previous page.
business monopoly, everybody’s vision is very selective. They see
only what they want to see.

known as curious individuals one
might, having the USPS logo
brought to his attention, examine
some of the official-looking literature displayed in the lobby of the
post office. If he does this, his
questions will begin to find answers. He will discover many other
instances in which official-sounding
terms have been made the legal
property of the owners of the USPS
by registering of them. as trademarks, including:

When they approach a post office, for example, they see a prominently positioned brass-toned sign
which proclaims that the building is
a “United States Post Office”, under
which is given the name of the city
of locus, the state, and the ZIP
Code. And it looks so official; so
definitive,
so.. . . .govemmental.
First-Class mail
U.S. Mail
What they fail to see, or seeing, ignore for its familiarity Or becaUSe it
ZIP Code, and
is fastened to a different side of the
INTELPOST.
building, is the other bronze-colored plaque bearing the registered
When he sees that ZIP Codes
trademark of the United States are the intellectual property of the
Postal Service (USPS):
USPS, he will understand that the
sign on the building which reads,
@ES
POS?“United States Post Office”, when
GOING TO BE SET-UP IN A
%
incorporated
with a ZIP Code, beMOST
DISGRACEFUL
MANm
v\
a
comes the exclusive property and
NER!
m
XJ
under the absolute control of the
if
*
I
owners of the USPS.
Cambodian violence
S
3
lLaMAlL
2
11/29/91#1 HATONN
Obviously, that which every* /(
*
Will you Americans be as brave and
body knows about the post office is
*******9
WiS’Z? As Khmer Rouge leader
Alice-in-Wonderland fantasy. But
Khieu Samphan moved into Phnom
how, the curious observer must
Penh to “take control”--the CamboThe presence on the building of wonder, can so many people be
dians attacked in full force and two dissimilar identifiers, one of fundamentally deceived about a serdrove him from the country ! which incorporates a trademark-in- vice they use with such frequency?
This was a massive show of the dicia, must arouse the curiosity of And how can so many be so dehatred and unacceptability of all who are not hopelessly brain- h&d as to think they are using a
returning with such horrendous dead.
service provided by government,
government. It showed the hawhen in fact they are the harried
tred that remains for Pol Pot’s
One question that must in- and over-charged customers of a
revolutionary Communist group, evitably arise in the active mind privately-owned
business
which turned Cambodia’s coun- must be, “Are the United States monopoly ? Could their ignorance
tryside into nkilliug fieldsN. Post Office and the United States be accidental; a result of inattention
Khieu Samphan is the right-hand Postal Service one and the same or apathy? Or is there a sinister
man to Pol Pot, who has IX?-.thing, or two separate and distinct plan at work by which all the psymained underground in recent entities, one public and one quasi- chological resources available to the
years but fully planned to move public, occupying this building?”
USPS owners are brought to bear to
in hnmediately following takekeep the public in ignorance? And
over by Khieu Samphan. F’OR
Another provocative question why would any person or coven of
GOODNESS SAKES, U.S., YOU that must spring to mind is, “Why persons want to control post offices
STILL HAYE PRISONERS IN has the USPS, which I thought was in America? Is the motive greed
CAMBODIA
WHICH
YOUR a government agency, registered its for money, or could it have other
WILL logo as a ‘trademark’?” After all, even more diabolical ends in mind?
m
NOT ALLOW RELEASED.
everybody knows that congress can
statutorily criminalize the use,
In pursuit of answers to these
PROBLEM, cont. from.
forgery
or
duplication
of
any
thing
unavoidable
questions, it would beprewous page,
intense pressure and winter is related to government sovereignty hoove the investigator to retrace the
coming and next year will be or property. Impersonation or un- history of post offices. If diligent
worse. I fear that Dec. 5th will see lawful use of its symbols is punish- in his inquiries he will come upon
an alternative solution that you-the- able under existing fraud statutes. the
name
of
one
ADAM
people are NOT going to like, Registering of its names and indi- WEISHAIFT
[Zionist].
Bush refuses to even discuss the cias must be SUpXfhlOUSand UMeC- Weishaupt was a Bavarian son of
a Rabbi who, as an adult, conissue until January.
You are in essary.
verted to, and later defected
severe
circumstances,
precious
Among
that
withering
minority
from,
the Jesuit Priesthood. He
ones.

became the protege of the infamous patriarch of the international
banking
fraternity,
AMSHELL ROTHSCHILD. The
quotable Rothschild is credited
with boasting, “Give me the
power to issue a nation’s money;
then I do not care who makes the
laws.”
ADAM WEISHAUPT was a
quick and militant student under
the master banker. He devised
and implemented an intricate
plan for controlling, by a Chosen
few, the world and all of humanity. His organization, founded in
AD 1776, is still known as the
Hhunhtati.
The Hhuninati did not strive for
instant gratification.
Its success
was calculated to be obtained
through gradual, progressive stages
over many decades; even over
centuries.
Prerequisites to its
success were to first control the
issuance of all money, to be
followed by control of all national
governments and particularly of
their armaments. Finally, to assure
that the Chosen, once installed in
absolute power could not be
evicted, it would be necessary to
SUPPRESS
all dissent against them.
A major restatement and affirOf the Illuminati Doctrines
were promulgated during an 1897
convention of insiders’ which met
in Basel, Switzerland. The protocok or minutes of that convention
are public record under the title of
THE PROTOCOLS OF THE
LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION.
The following is an excerpt from
the OrigindBluminati Plot:
matiOn

l

“We labor first of all to
draw into our association all
goad and learned writers. This
we imagine will be the easier
obtained, as they must derive an
evi&nt advantage from it. Nat
to such men we seek to gain the
u4STERs AND SECRETARIES
OF THE POST-OFFICES, IN
ORDER TO FACILITATE OUR
CORRESPONDENCE:
[H:
also to keep all undesirable
correspondence or material
from being facilitated.]
Please see MAIL, next page.
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controlled
business
slave to its creditors, compelled to and
Congress simultanelegislate, not on behalf of their con- monopoly.
ously legislated prohibitions for
(Sour& PROOFS OF A stituents, but only for the creditors.
use of the mails for purposes of
CONSPIRACY, 1798, John
“misrepresentations”,
1933: HJR 192, enacted on be- undefined
Robison, Pg. 168)
half of the FRS creditors, outlawed explosives and seditious materials.
Ultimately, the legalized ability specie-clauses in private contracts.
The nuclear weapon against dii
sent was then in place, armed and
to inspect mail (including newspaTHE
awaiting only the proper moment
pers) and to punish incidences of
w
thought-crimes, potential sedition, STATUTES (31 USC 392): did the for detonation.
misrepres43dation and the like, physically impossible and prewould constitute nuclear weaponry posterous! They equated debt-inOne of the clearest evidences
struments
with
specie-coin
money,
against organized attempts to upset
that the USPS is intended to supthe conspirators’ apple-cart. Their thus assuring the withdrawal of press dissent is the fact that it
specie-coin from circulation and holds an iron-clad monopoly on
regime would then be invincible.
leaving
only
debt-instruments processing of Jkt-Class
Mail,
America and her constitutional (Federal reserve notes) as a while permitting competition I in
government was a thorn in their medium-of-exchange.
the deliveq of freight classes such
side. European sovereignties, deas parcel post matter. Inclusion of
bilitated by inbreeding and excess,
1968: Congress repudiated re- such as personal letters is prohi&
would succumb to them with hardly deemability of silver certificates; ited in lesser classes.
a whimper.
Asiatics in their concluding that final stage of connaivete’ would become unwitting version of America from a moneSo as not to prematurely alarm
accomplices to the Illuminati goals. tary system to one in which all the natives, the creditors continued
Russia’s plodding peasantry were Americans would be obliged to deal foreclosure of U.S. sovereignty untougher to crack, but famine and in Company Store Script.
der the auspices of its foreclosed
violence would soften their resolve.
slave-congress, president and buBut Amer@--the last great hope for
1968 was the fatal year of de- reaucracies.
All edicts appear to
humanity--the land of the brave and barkation that would lead to the come from America’s marionette
the free; of vibrant individual- gutting of the Post Office De- “leaders’ and not from the hidden
ism.. .would require extraordinary partment and the gift of its assets puppeteers who put words in their
measures.
and rights to the Governors of the mouths.
newly-established USPS.
The
interlocking
America’s Constitution, which methodology for accomplishing that
numerous
BY
tandemly mandated Congress should radical misappropriation of public treaties, constitutionally proposed
(1) establish (and maintain) post of- property, and ultimately ensuring by the president and consented to by
fices and (2) coin money, could not the suppression of dissent in a way the Senate, virtually all U.S.
easily be breached. To nail Ameri- that not one man in 10,000 would sovereignty has been transferred to
cans and commandeer their post of- fathom, was...The Hegelian Prin- a “holding cpmpany” called “THE
fices, the would-be controllers must ciple of Change.
UNITED NATIONS”. Treaties bealter their Supreme Laws. But it
come The Supreme Law of the
was necessary to proceed with cau(republican)
Agents provocateur,
planted Land without dii
tion; to castrate the peoples’ de- among post office workers, incited consent, and often without the
fenses without their becoming pre- discontent that would result in knowledge of the people. For exmaturely alarmed else, still armed, strikes and interruption of mail ser- ample, how many Americans have
they might rise up en masse and vice.
The National Guard was heard of the Universal Postal
slaughter the crooks.
called in by the Commander-in- Union, a ‘special agency of the
Chief to process and deliver the UN’ to which the U.S. is bound?
Major progress was made to- mail. The media--the semi-official,
“THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL
ward American enslavement by the self-styled
spokesmen for the
following radical alterations of law: American People, screamed for a UNION (UPU) is a specialized
I
change. “We must de-politicize the agency of the United Nations that
1913. The Federal Reserve Act postal service. We must provide sets rules for the flow of mail beandx’amendments,
enacted by for binding arbitration of labor dis- tween countries. It operates unbribed prostitute congressmen dur- pute& we must streamline and der an international convention
ing Christmas vacation, provided economize, and quit subsidizing a (treaty) called the Universal
for the U.S. to borrow abstract wasteful post ’ office bureaucracy. Postal Convention. The Universal
credit-at-interest, from the Fed We must run the postal service like Postal Congress is the main legislative body of the UPU. If a
owners, to be repaid in specie-coin. a lean, mean business!”
congress changes a convention
As debts became unpayable, the
(treaty), all UPU members must
In
1970,
the
morphodite
creditors began foreclosure on the
collateral; i.e. on the sovereignty, Congress, half bribed, prostitutes abide by the changes, EVEN IF
NATIONS
MUST
assets and resources of the debtor and the other half, pathetic, mis- MEMBER
Among the first claims guided fools, responded to the ALTER THEIR LAWS IN ORnation.
foreclosed was upon the autonomy media’s demands by establishing DER TO COMPLY.” (SOURCE:
of Congress. Congress became the the USPS as a privately-owned WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPE
MAIL, cont. from previous page.

D&-among

others.)

Examination of the statutes,
treaties, CFRs and records of legislative debates on which this report
is founded must lead the investigator to acknowledge the fact that we
are a microscopic hairsbrmdth away
from total, all-out slavery. What
will YOU DO to avert national
catastrophe?
[Thank you, Jim Hazel]
I would herein list, for interest, the
following probably surprising information:

l

119 Trademarks, Service Marks,
and Copyrights
119.11 General.
The following
terms and slogans are among the
registered trademarks and service
marks of the United States Postal
SERVICE.
CON-CON
E-COM
Express Mail
Express Mail Custom Designed
service
Express Mail Next Day Service
Express Mail Same Day Airport
Service
First-Class Mail
Here Today.. .There Tomorrow
INTELPOST and the INTELPOST
lOPtype
Design figure of Mr. ZIP
Mr. ZIP
Postique
The Ovemighter
United States Postal Service
U.S. MAIL
ZIP
ZIP Code
ZIP+4

ZIP + 4 logotype
The Benjamin Franklin Stamp Club
logotype
The Express Maii logotype
The distinctive red, white, and blue
color scheme of postal vehicles
The International Express Mail loimype
The parcel post logotype
The Postal Service emblem and the
U. S . Mail emblem
END OF QUOTING
There is a bit more furnished here
but I think you can see YOU HAVE
“BEEN HAD”.
Please see MAIL+ next page.
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Secret Service confiscates noveltv notes

11/30/91 #l HATONN
Reprint: William T. Gibbs.
World Staff: 9-11-91.

Secret Service agent Daniel Pi- ductions to be printed in black and 3.3 million notes and the steel
Coin oposi of the Chicago office said the white only. The face of the note is printing plates were destroyed by
U.S. attorney for the district found printed in black with green serial ABNCo. after the Secret Service inthe novelty notes to be in violation numbers and seal; golden rays are formed both IAM and ABNCO.
QUOTE:
of two regulations concerning the superimposed over the face. The that the notes were considered to be
reproduction of U.S paper money back of the note is printed in green in technical violation of U.S. law.
with a golden 1,OOO,OOO
and rays
Novelty ’ notes with a “face or like items.
Steward said he used the Freeoverprint.
value” of $1 million being sold nadom
of Information Act to obtain
However, the attorney’s finding
tionally are illegal in northern Illinois, but may be legal in the other is applicable ONLY in the northern In addition, the notes were found to the government’s documents conHe said he
92 federal districts of the country, Illinois area, according to the be in violation of size restrictions cerning the notes.
learned
the
notice
WAS
NOT one
governing
the
size
of
reproductions
according to the U.S. Secret Ser- Chicago Secret Service. The legality of the novelty notes in other ar- of U.S. paper money. The size of Treasury official’s opinion and that
vice.
eas depends on the findings of the reproductions may not fall into a the individual districts would be reThat unequal enforcement of U.S. Attorneys’ offices in those lo- range from 75 percent to 150 per- sponsible for determining whether
the notes are illegal or not.
federal law has Ohio paper money cales, There are 93 districts in the cent of the actual size of a note.
country, each with its own U.S.
dealer Hy Brown a bit upset.
IAM has continued to offer the
Each of the notes do not resemAttorney’s office and Secret Service
Twenty of the $1 million nov- office.
ble in detail any current legal tender notes since 3.3 million notes were
elty notes were confiscated from
U.S. paper money. The face shows destroyed. Steward said only a few
Brown by Secret Service agents
BEYOND COMPREHENSION
a central vignette of the Statue of thousand pieces remain. He expects
during the American Numismatic
Liberty from the waist up. The all of them to be sold by the end of
Association’s 100th Anniversary
Brown, a paper money dealer back features the denomination and the year.
Convention in Rosemont, Ill., after from Mentor, Ohio, said of the at- the phrase Nm.
a United States attorney in Chicago torney’s finding, “That’s beyond
Steward said he has been in
found them to be in violation of my comprehension. ” Brown said
The notes are being marketed by contact with the Secret Service in
federal law. An additional note was he was told by the Secret Service the International Association of Honolulu, where the legality of the
confiscated from a customer of agent who confiscated the notes that Millionaires, IAM Enterprises, un- notes was raised as well. AccordBrown’s after the client took it to they are considered legal in Hawaii, der the name the “Million Dollar ing to Steward, the U.S. attorney’s
the agents at the Secret Service’s and might even be considered legal Bill”. IAM Enterprises has offices office there said the notes did not
educational display about counter- in “southern” Illinois, apparently in South Pasadena, Calif., and violate the law.
feit paper money, located between depending upon any ruling of the Honolulu.
the bourse area and the exhibits.
Both Steward and brown said it
U. S . Attorney ’s office responsible
was
the opinion of some dealers at
Tari
Steward
of
IAM
Enterfor that region of the state.
prises said Aug. 27 that IAM has the show that the Chicago office of
MAIL, cont. from previous page.
Brown told Coin World Aug. 27 been selling the notes for two-and- the Secret Service was overreacting
How much longer do you think you that he was not the only dealer in a-half years, and that the confisca- during the convention. Agents also
will be receiving disagreeable mate- the ANA convention who had the tion in Rosemont was a first. He confiscated key rings attached to
rial such as this newspaper? How novelty notes for sale although his said he contacted various federal miniature color reproductions of $1,
about the JOURNALS now that the were the only ones confiscated. He agencies ranging from the Depart- $5, $10, $50 and $100 U.S. paper
publishing of books in the English- was promoting the notes through a ment of Justice, Department of money from the ANA’s sales booth.
language will be controlled by ONE sign at his table. Secret Service Treasury and Bureau of Engraving
Already a portion of agents confiscated the sign as well, and Printing, only to be told the
company?
Stephen Bobbitt of the ANA
America West’s mailings NEVER Brown said.
said
the Secret Service confiscated
government does not offer legal
are received on the other end. ALL
advice to private individuals.
167 of the key rings Aug. 15.
Brown said that the two Secret
mail from these sources are moniinspected and much is Service agents and a local police oftopI,
As it stands now, the novelty
Steward said that based on the
ficer
came
to
his
table
when
the
“simply lost”.
advice of his legal counsel, he en- notes are considered in violation of
notes were confiscated. He said, tered into a contract with the private federal law only in the district of
All of your phone lines are coded with a laugh, he wondered what the American Bank Note Co. to print northern Illinois.
IAM plans to
with trigger words and when those dealers at tables next to his were the notes. ABNCo. is an intema- continue to offer the notes, and
words are used, your conversation thinking when the notes were con- tionally known printer of security Brown intends to keep selling them
is automatically recorded.
When fiscated.
documents, including actual paper as well (though not in northern Illithese recordings show multi-usage,
money for foreign governments. nois).
Brown originally bought 100 of ABNCo. produced some legal tenetc., you are personally monitored
and so on and on and on. Finally, the notes, and will probably pur- der U.S. paper money for the fedBrown summed up his feelings
massive numbers of you are totally chase more to sell to customers.
eral government during the 19th about the confiscation of the novelty
monitored on a full-time aroundnotes, saying he does not undercentury.
SIZE AND CQ&OR
Ah
yes,
the-clock
basis.
stand the “screwy rules some fedRESTRICTIONS
”FREEDOM”?????
ABNCo. printed 4 million $1 eral officials come up with. ”
million notes for IAM, according to
I will leave you with one more cof- According to Pioposi, the novelty Steward. Of those 4 million notes, END OF QUOTING .
fin nail and then we will take a bit notes--printed in color--violated the 700,000 were sent to IAM. Acfederal restriction requiring repro- cording to Steward, fhe remaining Please see NOVELTY, next page.
of a break.

Shuttle makes earlv return
J

l1
Get set for war Page
11/30/91 #l

HATONN
Watch them!! Look at what the
Congress and administration are
I am not going into this matter bedoing. Watch Israel. Watch and
cause I desire that YOU pay attensee what they do this year to you
tion. This is absurd that a billion
while Coneress is on Vacation!
dollar shuttle that can dodge a piece
Has anyone noticed that it is
of “Russian” space booster junk ON
ALWAYS while Congress is in
ONE
DAY--CANNOT
NAVIrecess that all the multi-disasters
GATE SUITABLY ON THE
occur? Where will your war start
NEXT. You are lied to over and
this year? You still don’t have a
over again and I am incensed. I
budget! The Soviets are out of cash
have to deal with that which they
(is anyone taking note of the “pretty
money” in point? You printed it for
them!) Did you catch the big bank
mergers in your nation this weekend?
Second and fourth largest
11/30/91 #l HATONN .
ING WITH A DISEASE THAT IS
SPREAD banks now--two instead of four.
Note Macy’s Santa Claus set-up. SECONDARILY
RESPIRATIONS. How long until it is one, in Basel,
On advice of doctors, Macy’s De- THROUGH
Switzerland? SOON!!
partment Store declined use of a YOU ARE NOW EXPECTED TO
“Santa” who has full-blown AIDS. MAKE AVAILABLE JOBS TO You have to have a war, you know!
The Act-Up group are fighting it THESE WEAKENED CARRIERS There is no other way to avoid the
and bringing in multitudes WITH AND SICK PARTIES WHICH crash in your dooryard. You can’t
AIDS to picket and harangue. You REQUIRE NO STAMINA--SUCH even put off the fall if something
are in critical danger and you act as AS PLAYING “SANTA”. What in drastic and major doesn’t come up
if you are dealing with a slight case
for distraction, like NOW. IBM
Please see MACY’S, next page.
of headache. YOU ARE DEALlaid off a whole bunch just today-NOVELTY, cont. from previous page.
I understand it and I certainly hope THE LEGALITY
OR ILLEthat you do, also. Perhaps I should GALITY OF SUCH!
define “numismatic” for you who
11/30/91 #l HATONN
might not be into the coin collecting The fact that “keyrings” were conor metal collecting interest.
fiscated also, SHOULD SCARE I tell you in advance that the CIA is
THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS OUT only a branch of the MAFIA/KGB/SOVIET MAFIA/MOSSAD.
NUMISMATIC: 1. pertaining to or OF EVERY READER! So be it.
The CIA deals in massive drug runconsisting of, coins, medals - -. 2.
ning, arms dealing, treason and
Pertaining to “numismatics”,
Allow us to close this writing.
criminal activities--headed right out
NUMISMATICS: The study of or I wish to take up, in depth, the so- of your White House on this side of
collecting of coins or medals, and licit&ion from Col. Oliver L. North the ocean and the One World Order
the like.
regarding raising money to over- under the direction of the Committhrow the attempt to legally open tee of 300Banksters.
This is a perfectly valid and legal and/or dissolve the CIA.
activity.
Therefore, I certainly
I do not wish to talk personalities
HOPE that you can see that big This is the most obvious and blatant herein, I simply want to say that
handwriting on the wall, America.
attempt to usurp your freedom I Daniel Moynihan has introduced
have witnessed. You who think.this legislation to dm
the CIA.
There are several things in the criminal, North, is on your patriotic The following is follow-up in a
above of which you MUST TAKE side--you had better look again. He most dastardly way (even the letter
NOTE.
They utilize 93 DIS- is now the goon set up to touch is written by the Zionists for
TRICTS--not states. That is obvi- your hearts with lies and subterfuge North’s signature) to disallow any
ously a division of the operating ge- to keep the most evil of organiza- kind of worthy legislation from
nius of the New States and New tions which has forcibly destroyed happening in this matter. RememStates Constitution--already being your nation, alive and well. The ber, for your purposes within the
practiced by your Feds.
And a CIA has far more Zionist Soviet op- nation you have your own FBI and
show of total power to confiscate eratives within its organization than police. Good or bad, we are here
anything deemed appropriate by lo- are there Americans. Little Lambs, speaking only of the CIA--the
cal criminals in charge. Now, note even I cannot see how bad it is go- biggest bunch of organized crimicarefully that “the ‘Feds’” said ing to be for you if you fail to open nals in the world--or that the world
these collector’s notes were “legal” your eyes!!
has ever known now that it is a
and also “illegal”, but this is not the
branch of the KGB/MOSSAD
issue in real point. ONLY YOUR Salu, Hatonn to clear. @
GOVERNMENT CAN DECLARE
If you are listed as a Republican or
11/30/91
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HATONN

tell you but I anger at the way you
ones eat it up as if Truth were out
of every bureaucratic
mouth.
THEY ARE NOT, HEAR ME-NOT BRINGING THAT SHUT=
IN EARLY BECAUSE OF
ANYTHING
THEY
ARE
TELLING YOU. Be prepared for
the show on the fifth, is about all I
can say about it. Watch what the
Bureaucrats are doing and then be
prepared for ANYTHING.

Santa and AIDS

YOU

ARE

INTO

THAT

DE-

PRESSION
WE HAVE
TOLD
YOU
ABOUT
FOR SEVERAL

YEARS NOW.
THE MANIPULATORS CAN ONLY HOLD
STEADY FOR A TINY BIT
LONGER AND THEN EVEN THE
FACADE

WILL

TUMBLE.

EN-

JOY THE HOLIDAYS--IT MAY
WELL BE YOUR LAST! Whether
or not it is, is strictly up to you for
I am about run fresh out of patience
and understanding at that which I
see allowed to go on under your
noses and you do nothing but quibble with me to “get off our backs”.
Indeed, I hope you have a
wondrous Satan Day, world--for
that old buddy has some dandy
plans in mind for your last decade.
So be it.
The next is more sickening than the
above. I can find nothing this day
which does not cause me to add
naught but doom and gloom upon
you.

North speaks out for CIA
on any political lists (in favor of the
CIA) you will get one of the blanket
letters. However, in case you are
one who just throws things away, I
am going to make you sit through a
repeat of the letter itself AND my
comments. Just know that Oliver
North does NONE of his own
work--even to writing of his AutoHe is a tool of the
biography!
Elite, hook, line and sinker. At this
point I feel he is such a treasonist as
to categorize him at this writing--as
the “dead fish” coming with the
sinker. Don’t sit and worry about
whether or not Oliver North is
REAL or PHONY. THAT is not
the point herein.
Dharma--copy the letter please.
Copy it as nearly the same as is
possible--with underlining as in the
original. I will not stress within the
I will comment
letter proper.
within brackets. Thank you.

Please see NORTH, next page.
.
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Duke to run
11/30/91 #l HATONN

NORTH, cont. from previous page,

What difference can it possibly QUOTE:
make? If you allow the above,
what can you expect any MAN to
OLIVER L. NORTH. Lt. Col,
do? You had better give some very
,USMC (Ret)
special thought to these issues and
President, Freedom Alliance
pray you even make it through these
PUBLIC NOTICE
abominable so-called holidays alive-for it is NOT planned that many of PLEASE NOTE THAT MANY
you will.
ORGANIZATIONS HAVE USED
Lt. Cal.
OLIVER NORTH’S
David Duke for President? I cer- NAME AS A MEANS OF RAIStainly hope so!
Anyone brave ING FUNDS. MANY OF THESE
enough to counter the evil in those PURPORT TO BE ASSOCIATED
high places will get my vote. You WITH, SUPPORTED BY, OR
do what you want!
CONTRIBUTING TO Lt. Col.
NORTH AND OR CAUSES HE

THE NORTH DEFENSE TRUST
WAS ORGANIZED BY Lt. Col.
NORTH’S FRIENDS AND ANNAPOLIS CLASSMATES AS A
MEANS OF HELPING THE
NORTH FAMILY DEFRAY THE
COSTS OF LEGAL DEFENSE
AND TO PROTECT THE NORTH
FAMILY FOLLOWING TERRORIST THREATS.

in the nation: the NIS (Naval Intelligence Service) who is the
LAST word in surveillance and
evil pronouncements and actions?
Better check the ammunition-Sitting Ducks!]
LETTER

Dear Fellow American, [H: Form
letter, no date, and now that the
return envelope which was enNO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
closed
is missing-there is no
ARE
AUTHORIZED TO EXsource
information.
Even though
PRESSLY STATE OR TO IMPLY
THAT FUNDS ARE BEING there is petition for funds, the letRAISED IN CONNECTION WITH ter proper and the petition for
HIM, BY THE USE OF HIS funds bear no address of Freedom
NAME, OR THROUGH THE USE Alliance or any other.]
OF HIS LIKENESS .
Liberal Senator Daniel P.
[H: How many others of you are Moynihan (D-NY) has introduced
THE ONLY ORGANIZATIONS
getting help to defend yourselves legislation to dismantle the Central
WHICH HAVE THE LEGAL against the enemy within or with- Intelligence Anencv (CIA).
RIGHT TO USE Lt. Col. OLIVER out? Tax-free foundation for the
That’s right! Even after recent
NORTH’S NAME OR VISAGE protection of a criminal? I don’t
events
in the Soviet Union have
OR ENDORSEMENT FOR THE fmd any such help in Ekker’s case
PURPOSE
OF
REQUESTING to defend themselves from the again demonstrated how unstable
FUNDS ARE THE FREEDOM criminals Oliver North protects the world is, and how critically imALLIANCE AND THE NORTH and does business for. How many portant it is to have accurate and
of you get your tickets and legal timely intelligence.
DEFENSE TRUST*
bills paid by a public non-profit
THE FREEDOM ALLIANCE IS A trust and free gifts? I thought
Unless you wish to see AmerWHOLLY INDEPENDENT, 501 not. Well, this notice was the ica’s intelligence gathering capabilSECTION (C)(3) & 501 (h) NON- “last thing” in the bundle of doc- ities reduced to that of a second rate
PROFIT, TAX DEDUCTIBLE, uments-probably in hopes no-one
EDUCATIONAL AND CHARI- would notice it.
Annapolis
TABLE FOUNDATION, DULY classmates? Isn’t this the same Please see NORTH, next page.
REGISTERED WITH THE IRS.
old Annapolis that is among the
most deadly intelligence services

Is California 9;oine BELmVES
IN*
”
to be the n&t
Dustbowl?
11/30/91 #l HATONN
Many of you in this area of the nation are shocked at a lOO-car pile up
on one of your freeways--caused by
blowing sand from drought-ridden
fields and high winds. This, too,
will worsen. You are now beginning to experience the early signs of
the changed weather and cycle patterns. Remember the “dust bowls”?
Remember the topsoil that changed
from state to state in the ‘30’s?
California is in its deserting process
and yes, you are in serious trouble.
I know not what it requires to get
your attention. Does death on the
freeway do it?
Does deliberate
spreading of AIDS to your children
do it? what will get your attention
to bring you up out of your lethargy
for action?
I can continue to
“comment” into infinity and nothing
will happen except a good history
will be made for the long-future
generations to discover (probably
under a desert sand-pit).
MACY’S, cont. from previous page.
God’s name are you doing? This is
exactly the worst one person to allow anywhere near that store or any
victims
other--IMAGINE--AIDS
holding and laughing, coughing and
kissing your babies! IT IS AS IF
YOUR ENTIRE WORLD IS ON A
CRASH COURSE TO DELIBERATE SUICIDE! WHAT IS THE
MATTER WITH YOU?

NEW

BOOK RELEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TODAY’S HEALTH ALTERNATIVE
By Raquel Martin
$16.95...Trade Paper
Release Date l/92
This is the first comprehensive, referenced,
easy-to-read book about chiropractic care as
viewed from the patient’s perspective, Over
55 million Americans are receiving or seeking
chiropractic care. Ms. Martin has successfully
dispelled the myths which have in the past
prevented individual
from
seeking
chiropractic care as a valid and successful
preventative health care and treatment alternative She presents the science of
Chiropractics, the early history, basic principles as well as the undeniable evidence of its
\
effectiveness.
\r

THE DARK CHARADE
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
$lO.OO...Trade Paper
Available now
Hatonn brings us up to date on critical world
events such as: The details of the phoney Soviet
coup. What their new (old) plans are and who
their new (old) leaders are. The more things
change the more they remain the same, albeit
under different names or facade. How the
Soviets pretend weakness while they increase
their preparations for war, and “blackmail” us
for more billions of dollars of aid while we
disarm and can’t feed our own hungry people.
Remember, America, decades ago they said we
would give them the rope to hang us?

To order these ,books or receive our catalog contact: America West
P.O. B$986, Tehachapi, CA 93.581 (800) 729-4131
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nation, [H: Col. North and others
of the criminal treasonists have
already done this job for you as a
nation!]
I urge you to immediately:

anti-CIA Moynihan bill outright in
the United States Senate by flooding
the offices of all 100 U.S. Senators
with a sea of pro-CIA postcards.
THE IN[H: REMEMBER
STRUCTIONS:
THAT
USE
WHICH THEY USE AGAINST
YOU-FLOOD THE OFFICES
WITH POSTCARDS BACKING
THE DISSOLUTION OF THE
CIA-THREE OR FOUR TO
EACH CAN ONLY BE BETTER-AND CALL.
I!3 IT NOT A
GOOD PLACE TO STOP THE
INSANITY AND UNCOVER
THE COVER-UPS? AS LONG
AS THE CIA IS WORKING AS
IT IS-YOU ARE BOUND AND
HELPLESS TO CHANGE YOUR
PLIGHT!]

--this will allow known
and potential enemies of the
United States to know
exactlv how much we spend
on intelligence and &&
kind of intelligence we are
spending it on. HI: Better
yet-it
would let YOU
know what all that “black
budget” is about and how
you have become the
world’s most bloody criminals in the world today!]

1) sign and mail the enclosed
postcards to your two U.S.
Senators demanding that
they vote “No” on the
Moynihan bill; and
2) sign and return the enclosed
petition to President George
House Speaker Tom Foley (DBush asking him to VJ&
WA) has appointed two of
Senator Moynihan ’s naive
most
anti-CIA
Congress’s
and foolhardy CIA-killing
Members, radical Congressmen
bill if it passes. [H: Since
Ron Dellums (D-CA) and David
the CIA IS Bush’s baby all
Bonior (D-MI) to the super senthe way, I suggest that he
sitive
House
Intelligence
would most likely veto it
At the very least, we hope to
Committee. I believe this was
without your input, don’t keep the anti-CIA votes below a
reckless and dannerous.
[H:
c
you think?]
“veto-proof’ liberal majority of 66.
Put them on your contact list
That’s why your petition to the
also-THEY MUST BE DOPlease, I urge you, do not delav President is so crucial.
George
ING SOMETHING RIGHT!]
Senator Moynihan Bush knows first-hand the imporyour reswnse.
is one of the most powerful Mem- tance of the CIA. He was the DiAfter wasting nearly 40 million
bers of the U.S. Senate.
rector of the CIA under President
tax dollars, Iran/Contra Special
Gerald Ford. And armed with your
Prosecutor Lawrence Walsh is
When he speaks the media and (and thousands of other) petitions
now using his unlimited taxthe congress listen HI: Well, we hope to generate from across the
payer funded budget to attack
maybe-but at least YOU now nation, the President will have the
and, in the process, discredit the
know who to swamp in REAL firepower he needs to defend the
CIA--with the ultimate objective
important matters.] and today, CIA against attacks from Moynihan
of seriously harming the Presithey are listening to his wrong- and the liberals.
dent as an election year apheaded arguments against the CIA.
proaches. [H: My gosh, and I
But even if we defeat the
thought Walsh didn’t do anySenator Moynihan’s plan is sim- Moynihan bill now, even if it is
thing worth while. This is a
ple--destroy the CIA now, if possi- crushed in Committee, our camgood recommendation to help,
ble.
paign to save the CIA will not be
listen and abet Walsh at every
over.
opportunity. Could it be that
If not, compromise in the Forsomething
learned
Walsh
eign Relations Committee or on the
On the contrary, the Moynihan
about the CIA that the CIA
floor of the Senate in order to bill is just one battle in a major war
certainly does NOT want youseverely wound the CIA today--and the liberals have launched against
the-people to know? Further,
then kill it in future legislation that the CIA and our entire intelligence
it seems that all the prosecuwould, if necessary, be introduced community:
tions, such as North and
incrementally over an extended pePoindexter--all
got turned
* far
left
riod of time.
Senator
Howard
over at a higher level anyway!
Metzenbaum
(D-OH)
has
Does this not tell you about
introduced an amendment to
That’s how the liberals operate.
your judicial system and how
give the media access to the
And that’s why you and I must act
corrupt it really is? I actually
secret “Black Budget”, the annow to completely smash and discannot quite believe these
nual spending figures on intellicredit the anti-CIA campaign before
dunderheads blundered badly
gence-- [H: My gosh, and let
anyone, anywhere takes it seriously.
enough as to send Hatonn a
you-the-people know about all
mailing of this material. I bet
that
blackmail,
However, the immediate recover-up,
we have indigestion in fullbribe and stolen money? You
quirement is to stop the Moynihan
flower at the CIA and Edwould also learn about the
bill!
wards-RIGHT
THIS MObillions which are poured into
MENT!]
the massive drug business of
Your petition and postcards are
your government! Now, that And these attacks are just the tip of
part of a two front strategy we have
would be interesting, would it
put into action to accomplish this.
the iceberg.
not?]
First, we hope to defeat the
The liberals, fresh from their

successful campaign for deep cuts
in the military, are now setting their
sights on the CIA.
For proof, consider the words
of radical far-left Congressman Ron
Dellums (D-CA). At one time, he
personallv stated that he wanted to:
“dismantle every intelligence
agency in this country piece by
piece, nail by nail, brick by
brick”
This certainly is an irresponsible
position for any member of
Congress to take.
HTz Yes, especially if he intends to stay alive
to fight another day! Few aN
brave enough to buck this hoodlum bunch.] But to appoint such a
man to the highly sensitive House
Permanent Select committee of Intelligence is totally Irresponsible
and a national disgrace! [H: National disgrace? Someone finally
does something RIGHT and this
treason% calls it a national disgrace! North and the CIA are the
NATIONAL DISGRACE!]
It makes you wonder whether
House Speaker Foley is the least bit
concerned about the safety of U.S.
Intelligence personnel who are routinely assigned missions involving
[H: Forget
great personal risk.
Foley-what about all those missing Prisoners of War you continue
to cover-up in the name of the
CIA? Did it ever occur to you,
North, that if you had no CIATHE INTELLIGENCE
PERSONNEL WOULD HAVE NO
RISK?]
My friend [H: A bit of overstatement where I am concernedI consider Oliver North no friend
of mine, yours or your nation’s.],
throughout my career...in the U.S.
Marine Corps...and
during my
years on the National Security
Council at the White House.. .I have
worked closely with many of the
dedicated men and women who
serve in the CIA.
I know these Patriots for what
they are: a competent group of professionals, many of whom f?equently risk their lives while seming their country. m: Or so they
Please see NORTH, next page.
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thought at the t&+-too bad, the
country only serves the Elite bastards who would enslave this ch+
sen nation. The next would gag a
you-know-what!] Over the years,
many have suffered and died protecting and defending you and me.
m: What a shame, indeed. How
many people, do YOU oppose,
Oliver North is responsible for
imprisonment, torture and outright death in horrendous fashion? You can’t. even begin to
count them, the secret is so deep
and malignant!]
But you won’t read about these
Patriots in The Washington Post or
see them talked about on NBC
NEWS.
You will never know the critical
role the men and women of the CIA
played in our decisive victory over
Iraq in OPERATION DESERT
STORM.
[H: Do you need a
“time-out” to go heave now-or
later-for it does get more sickening as we move on.]

you precious ones who have seen NORTH. Guess who is also rebeyond this veil.]
sponsible for the death of Buckley ?]
I, and other Marines, were
given combat medals with great
I will regret to my dying day
pomp and circumstances for action that I could not win his freedom.
in Vietnam. But my friends in the Bill Buckley, a good man and a
CIA received theirs in secret.
great American, was tortured and
executed in cold blood before we
An operative in the CIA lives, could rescue him. I further regret
works and dies--in total secrecy.
that unlike fallen combat veterans,
the only memorial to Bill Buckley
That’s the CIA I know.
and to all other CIA agents who
have sacrificed their lives in service
Dedi- to their country-Proud.
Professional.
cated. Patriotic. Selfless.
-- is a headstone inside the
I know, I spent two years of my
CIA’s main headquarters in
life trying to save a brave CIA
Langly, Virginia--and it is
agent, Bill Buckley, from the
located in a restricted area
clenches of Arab terrorists.
[H:
that is closed to the public!
Yes, and you sure helped Waite
and Anderson, too, didn’t you?
I have seen this memorial to
They wouldn’t have been hostages
these brave and Patriotic
if it were not for OLIVER
And it can
Americans.

You will never know how many
terrorists the CIA has stopped before they attacked, kidnapped,
maimed or killed innocent AmeriCans.

You will never know how many
times the CIA stopped serious sabotage and espionage plots against
our nation.
And you will never know how
many lives were saved in Grenada,
Panama,. the Middle East and
throughout the entire world--thanks
to the CIA. [H: Whew-see what I
mean?]
The only time you will ever
hear about the CIA in the news is
when one’ rogue agent goes bad. Or
when someone makes a mistake.
Or when someone is implicated in
some sort of trumped up political
scandal. [!!!???I

But it also makes me angry.
Angry that the CIA is so misunderstood and unappreciated. [H: Well,
golly-gee whiz, who just said
above, that no-one should know
about activities and/or budgets?
You can’t have it all ways,
North.]
Which is just another reason
why my blood boils every time I
hear the liberal media or self-serving, arrogant Members of Congress
Please see NORTH, next page.

sierras,

Senator Daniel Moynihan’s bill to dismantle the CIA is part of a liberal
campaign to undermine and destroy America’s intelligence capabilities;
and

$t?~erene,

Senator Moynihan’s bill, if passed and signed into law by you, would be a
disaster for the security of the United States; and

jR+reas,

recent developments in the Soviet Union increased world instability and
uncertainty, and increased our need for a strong and effective CIA, and

Qxefore,

I xrspectfidly urge you to veto Senator hloynihan’s CJA-kilkg bill and
any other bill the liberals it: Congress pass that weakens CIA capabilities.

-_-------_--------------------~~~~~~~~~-----DO SOT

CUT OR SEPARATE

FcETLii

THIS

EXIIRE

FORhi

TODAY.

URGENTREPLY Ts OLIVERNO~H
Pear Colonel North,
Yes, I am outraged ro learn that Senator hloyGhan and the !ibe-4s are
trying to destroy the CIA. We need to strengthen onr nation’s
intelligence capabilities - not weaken them.
And to help you and Freedom Alliancedefeat the 1Moynihanbill and to
fight for a stronger and better CIA, I am enclosing my most generous
donation of:
q 1100
El $50
q $250
El $25
q $15

But you won’t hear one word of
complaint from these dedicated personnel.
They understand. They know
what the rules and rewards are in
their profession.
m: Stockwell,
where are you ? Blessings be upon

bring a tear to the eyes of
this old Marine. m: Don’t
be fooled-ANYTHING can
bring a tear to those “old’
Marine eyes. I marvel that
your nation made it as far
as it has with such compassion.]

q $500

q Sl,OOo

Cl Other $

Plcaw m&e your c-h&. payable to Freedom Alliance.
You donation is tax dcducriblc

Nan:c
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smear the CIA!

-

But I think you understand how
serious this crisis is.

sulting documents to the intelligence of the public that I
have ever witnessed.]

Which is why I am hoping I can
(Thus far, Freedom Alliance has
Or when an appointment to a count on YOU to join me and Freehighly
sensitive
congressional dam Alliance in a massive nation- donated more than $50,000 to the
committee totidlyignores national wide campaign
U.S. Army Health Services Corn=
- - to save the CIA.
security needs and the safety of our
mand Chaplain Fund for this purintelligence personnel.
Freedom Alliance is a non- PO=.)
profit, tax-exempt organization that
But charitable and military and
MY friend, the United States is dedicated to preserving the values
must constantly rely on a strong and and principles that have made community support programs are
ready CIA--and for more reasons America the greatest nation on not all that Freedom Alliance is
than 1 GUIlist in this letter. For ex- Earth. w: what values? What doing.
ample:
America has long
principles?
We are also a political force that
since NOT been the greatest na+ the attempted coup in the toton on Earth-thanks to traitors is fighting on a number of fronts
Soviet Union and the Contin- me you, old “f&&t’.]
I
here in Washington. (H: Ah, clues
uing turmoil in Yugoslavia
as to where this came from!]
clearly shows that the world
And with the help of thousands
In fact, Freedom Alliance has
remains a very unstable and of Americans like you, we have dedangerous place;
veloped an outstanding record of already launched an all-out camFreedom Alliance is paign to have radical far-left consuccess.
+ from *ra% Syria, Iran and fighting for what you and I believe gressman Ron Dellums removed
Cuba, to North Korea, anti- in--God, family, country and duty. from the House Intelligence ComAmer&~~ tymb continue to m: Dharma’s fingers almost re- mittee. [H: Of that we can be
develop nuclear and Chemi- fused to type these words of blas- quite sure.]
Cd weapons that lTlaYsome- phemy.1
day be used to kill innocent
And we have also launched a
Americans;
When Freedom Alliance learned campaign to repeal the law that
that U.S. troops in DESERT gave Iran/Contra Special Prosecutor
+ industrial espionage against STORM and DESERT SHIELD Lawrence Walsh unlimited money
Our nation is growing mOre [H: Hold on now, for the biggie!] and power--the unconstitutional Inand more dangerous to our were short on certain personal items dependent Counsel Law.
m: I
economic security;
(razors, bootlaces, sunscreen and so barf when this indigenous nerd
on), we rushed 125,000 care pack- speaks the word: “Constitution”.]
+ as the war against the South ages worth $2.7 million to the PerAmerican and Asian drug Sian Gulf and the front lines.
But, we need to do more--startlords heats up, “narcoing with the defeat of Senator
terrorism” is becoming a
And right after the war, Free- Moynihan’s dangerous and reckless
huge threat;
dom Alliance established our Casu- CIA-killing bill. [ItI: Please note
alty Assistance Support Team that part of the reason for doing
+ our victory in OPERATION (CAST)
this letter is to make more pub
DESERT STORM did not
licity-for this bunch doesn’t just
end the terrorist threat. [H:
nkilin anything
--a program we developed to WlP biithey
And just who did all that
help pay the bills of families of and anyone in their path who gets
pin-point intelligence’ work
our wounded DESERT STORM in the way!]
that allowed for ONLY the
and SHIELD veterans when
bombing of innocent civilAnd to do that. Freedom
visiting loved ones in distant
ian installations in that litAlliance must;
military hospitals--visits they
tle fire-storm? Do we give
could not otherwise afford. [H:
full credit to the CIA for
* distribute a minimum of 1
This is the CIA? Why were
the most heinous crimes in
million informational packthose people in those places in
war known to man since
ages explaining the danger
the first place? What were
Katyn Forest? Thank you
our CIA is in and why it
you doing and WHO were
CIA, I wondered JUST
must be defended at all
Come now,
they serving?
WHO to give appreciation
costs; [H: That in turn
don’t give me the old
unto for all that accurate
may mean that we have to
“national security” routine.
and tedious work. Did the
send a million and a half
This may not be the most bilCIA suggest all the medals
the
packages-you
be
ious piece of junk mail I have
for crimes which were
judge!]
ever read but it sure does
passed out to cover your
come close. What an insult to
son’s conscience?]
* enlist a minimum of 100,000
you wondrous giving citizens
Americans willing to join
to be used in such blatant
I could go on and on. w: Cerour war to save the CIA;
manner. This is, without a
taiuly, and so can I!]
doubt, among the most in-

* raise the funds we need to
produce media ads exposing
the liberal threat to the CIA.
[H: I would guess that they
can get all the money from
the government since they
are all working through
the Israel-f&
leagues.
Remember-it pays to be a
Jew in this nation this day.
How many of you new
“Jews” petitioned for your
fair share of that cut?]
Freedom Alliance is taking steps
right now to accomplish all of these
goals and more.
But the most important thing I
have done so far is contact you.
m: INDEED!]
Because without Americans like
you, Freedom Alliance is helpless
against the liberal arsenal of
Congress and the media. Which is
why I pray today that I can count
on you for a special donation of
$15, $25, $50, $100 or more today.
Your most generous donation
will ensure that Freedom Alliance
has the ammunition we need to expose and defeat the anti-CIA, antidefense liberals here in Washington
and across the nation.
And finally, your gift will allow
us to continue the many other programs to strengthen and protect our
Armed Forces, and the values for
which you and I care so deeply.

1) sign

and return the enclosed
petition to President Bush
asking him to w
Senator
Moynihan’s CIA-killing bill;

2)

sign and mail the enclosed
postcards to your U.S. Senators demanding that they
vote “NO” on the Moynihan
bill;

3) rush me your most generous
donation of $15, $25, $50,
$100 or more to Freedom
Alliance today.
My friend, in order to save the
CIA, Freedom Alliance and I need
Please see NORTH, next page.
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Sioux nation in dire straits
1213191#l HATONN

When will you
be without?
12/3/91 #1 HATONN
In the wondrous beauty of another
gifted day in which to share growth
and lessons, may we attend our
brothers who may be totally
without. There, but for the grace
of God, go YOU, my brother!
When will you be without? Today?
Tomorrow? Or, will you perhaps
find insight to walk with God and
use that which we are given to bring
unto you to see you through this
transition and collapse.
NORTH, cont. from

I do not single out God’s children,
one above or below another--for
ALL ARE EQUAL AND ALL
ARE PRECIOUS.
I have,
however,
been
petitioned
in
desperation and hopelessness, from
ones
who
share
a
lF=t
responsibility
and
burden
of
bringing relief unto a shadowed
people and a broken land filled with
broken dreams and unanswered
dances. I ask that this paper go in
the very next edition, or, in a
special mailing. We must now turn
our sharing unto our brother who is
in pain in that which is truly
“charity”, for it must first be

recognized “at home” and only BROTHERS HAVE BEEN GIVEN
INTO THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
then, can it be given beyond.
NURTURING OF THAT WHICH
I am going to petition for the Native IS OUR MOTHER’S (NATURE).
American brethren, specifically this They have lost their way and most
day, for those in the Dakotas of have forgotten tradition and now,
North America. Are they “worse they, like you, are helpless and
off” than others of the tribes? Yes worse, are freezing and starving.
and No.
No, because all are Hard times are upon your lands and
suffering, alcohol has swept through people of all creeds and colors.
the tribes and winter is upon the There will only be YOU to tend of
nation. You who have local tribes-- one another and God returns that
TEND THEM, PLEASE, GIVE OF which is given in love and Truth, a
YOURSELF IF YOU HAVE hundredfold.
NAUGHT ELSE. LET US BRING
THESE BROTHERS OF OURSIOUX NATION
SELVES’ BACK INTO OURSELVES FOR WE ARE ALL BUT For you who will recognize that
“ONE”--ALL RELATED WITHIN
Please see SIOUX, next page.
THESE
CREATOR,
AND

previous page.

your support--I need YOUon my I ask you editors to make sure a
&a&
copy of the attached “petition” and
donation slip be included in this
Please, help me and Freedom document. If you are not appalled
Alliance stop the liberals before by this entire scenario then I am
they dismantle one of the most im- totally disappointed in you as citiportant agencies we have--the CIA. zens.
Frankly, it doesn’t have
And God bless anything to do with the CIA. It is
Thank you.
the intent and the clever lies which
YOU,
takes the breath away. It somehow
Semper Fidelis.
reminds me of your illegal IRS
forms.
(signature)
Oliver L. North,
I am quite glad that there is no adPresident
dress given for the return mailing.
Dharma can’t locate the attachments
P.S. Senator Moynihan thinks or the envelope this arrived in a few
we no longer need the CIA. days past. .Thls w@there is no
He thinks the State Depart- danger of ERROBOIN YOUR
ment can do the job. [H: UNDERSTANDING
He fmlly
does have a
point.] But it was the State Remember tho.se shackles in AriDepartment and Congress zona of which I*@oke yesterday?
that deliberatelv ignored the Ah ha! Who do you think they beCIA’s repeated warnings long to?? I think you are beginning
that
a
COUP against to see LIGHT!
Gorbachev was imminent.
m: I do wish he hadn’t ru- Dharma, I don’t want to make furineil the only worthy ther comment on this subject. I
statement made herein.]
would suggest ygu take action-BUT NOT AS COL. NORTH
Please join Freedom Al- SUGGESTS. Walk, run or crawl
liance and help me stop to your nearest P.O. and contact
Moynihan and the liberals your
Congressmen--you
have
from dismantling the CIA: SERIOUS problems, America.
mail your postcards and then
rush back your petition and May the gift of insight be granted
your most generous gift of unto you precious lambs.
r;,
$2(& $50, S-100 or
.
salu,

NEW CUSTOMER STARTER KIT
NOW AVAILABLE
FROM AMERICA WEST
Since we currently have 40 Phoenix Journals to choose from (with more
coming) and our new customers often ask us, “Where do I begin?“, America

Just mention The Starter Kit when you call our toll free number to order at
800-729-4131. We accept Visa or Master Card. Shipping charges are UPS
$6.25 or Bookrate $5.50 in the USA. California orders, add 7 l/4% sales tax
(No Substitutions). With this order also receive our catalog FREE,
America

West, P. 0, Box 986, Tehachapi, CA 93581
800-729-4131

END OF QUOTING.

Hatonn to clear. 0
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SIOUX, cont. from previous page. hand unto those who suffer and
have no place unto which to turn
Little Crow comes from the Sioux, for they have been imprisoned by
1 hasten to state that what I offer the very ones who now come to
herein is NOT FROM LITTLE imprison YOU and YOU didn’t
CROW NOR DOES HE KNOW realize it. They have no limits as to
OF IT.
I DO, HOWEVER, a “Christmas Day”--their need is
FULLY
INTEND
TO
ASK now until- -- -!
PERMISSION TO UTILIZE THE
I
ASK Then, I ask that a council be formed
MAILING
BEFORE
PRINTING IN THE LIBERATOR.
with the brothers of the brown man,
If you are reading this then you can red man, etc., and see how and
know that we have received his where we can utilize the newly
permission--we
tread
not
on designed “dome housing”. It shall
another’s tradition.
However, I be perfect for our brothers who
cannot wait to sj~!akwith him lest already form their hogans to honor
the mailing not be ready for the the directions of manifestation. I
pding and ones perish from our ask that Little Crow and Cesar join
dawdling. I shall also ask Little with the builders and let us demand
Crow to share with us a message help in return from those who have
for brothers, it is time that God’s “taken by the gun” that we might
ancient ones will rise again and bring shelter unto as many as we
show you the way again into can cause to be built--we must start
balance for they bear the oral with that first step and then we can
tradition of that balance and move into bringing esteem again
harmony which the visitors (most of unto the people of this nation and
You) to the planet have long then other nations and so on--. It
forgotten and cast aside. Now, you can only begin with YOU!
have abused and cast aside the very
brothers who can show you the QUOTE:
path, and called them “Pagan”
(heathens). Shame is your cloak for AMERICAN INDIAN RELIEF
so-doing for they are not “pagan”, COUNCIL
they revere each fragment of God’s P.O. BOX 6200
gift of Creation and give honor unto Rapid City, SD 57709-9979
each as a “relation” as meaningful
as’ self. They do not “worship” (David G. Myers, President), and,
water, wind, rocks or air, stars, sun (Alex “Little Soldier” Lunderman)
or moon--THEY HONOR THOSE
PROJECTIONS OF CREATOR. My Good Friend: W: I am
Yes, ones have taken the tradition honored for this is truth-not the
and dishonored it--but, who has not dishonor of one, North, who lies
may well be qualified to “cast the in order to USE me.]
first stone”. I ask you to think
Will you consider sharing your
upon these things and then when
enough of you are ready to family Christmas celebrations, in
&ll
Spirit,
With the people Of the SiOUX
“receive” and "he&'-we
make available Truth of the ancient Nation this year by placing the
tribes as brought down through the enclosed Family Prayer Card in
oral tradition by one who is given your midst when YOU sit down to
the task of making the recording for Christmas dinner? IH: I am sorry
this time of passage, a responsibility that there is no ard incIuded, for
beyond all--to give only TRUTH none got as far as this desk of my
However, I shall a&
for this ending/beginning cycle of scribe.
Creator/Creation. Little Crow to give us a message
Mother/Father
So be it, Mitakuye Oyasin and- wblcb will joti US in spirit 8s we
“gather” or sit for a silent
AHO!
moment to share petition unto
Dharma, please reprint the letter Grandfather Creator for our
from the American Indian Relief gifted bl~@d
Council. I can do no more than
offer it unto your hearts. Please let
I’ve had [for those who received
it be a reminder of sharing and that an original petition] inscribed on -the
which the brotherhood of this Prayer Card in recognition of the
Season is “really” about and may fact that you are one of the most
you be prompted to reach out a loyal friends the Native American

people have today.

the
Sioux
made
on
we’ve
reservations and among the “City
Sadly, very few non-Indians out Indians” here in Rapid City.
here in, “Indian Country” would
ever invite a Native American to
We’ll pray for them, because
share a holiday gathering in their we know that most will not share
home. It “just isn’t done”.
our good fortune in enjoying a
hearty Christmas dinner in a warm
Even if only in spirit, I ask that apartment.
you would . ask and welcome the
Native American Friends at your
The winter winds are already
table even if only in spirit of blowing strong out here across the
brotherhood.
Native Country. It is bitter cold
right now, and it’s going to get
I am asking you to do that, even colder as we move into
please.
December and January.
Temperatures 20 and 30 degrees
Please place the message at
the center of your table when below zero are common durine the
you and your family gather in winter months. Some nights it goes
We have
your Christmas sharing.
down to 70 below!
already had snow this year. It will
Please say the little prayer probably stay until April--often 2 or
on the card to untie your family, 3 feet deep for weeks upon weeks at
in spirit, with the thousands of a time.
Native families who have so
Here in Rapid City, a lot of the
little, in the material sense, but
who share with you the same Indians have no home at all to go to
peace and joy that you and your in this weather. They come to the
I ask city looking for work and a better
family are celebrating.
especially this day for the Sioux life and they find themselves
and the Northern tribes for homeless and hungry. You can see
many shall not make it through whole families, including little
this winter.
children and elderly Grandmas and
Grandpas, huddled up in their
If a child or grandchild blankets in doorways and under
should ask you what it’s all bridges--anyplace they can find a
about...please tell them what little shelter from the cutting wind-Great
you know about the Native like
hoboes
in
the
Americans, what a noble and Depression.
dignified people they are, and
about the obligation to help and
I’m old enough to remember
share with those less fortunate something of those days. Tragithan selves and how these tally, for a lot of Indians, living
blessed ones have not: had the conditions like the Great Depression
gifts available to rise above that aren’t a memory--they’re an everywhich has binded them. That day reality.
would really be a “Christmas”
lesson with meaning.
And almost worse than the cold
is the “third class citizen” treatment
My wife Bemice and I will have the Indians still get so often.
a Family Prayer Card on our table
A hundred years ago, the Sioux
when we. sit down to Christmas
dinner, or any meal, at the little were a proud people living free on
Today they’re
apartment we’ve just moved into in the Great Plains.
welfare dependents, exploited in so
Rapid City, South Dakota.
many ways--the “welfare” does not
We’ve moved out here t.o be cover the bare needs to sustain life
closer to fie Native American in most instances.
People we serve through the
I’ve seen stores in
American Indian Relief Council.
nIndian Country” where
,Our daughter won’t be with US for
they
double grocery prices
Christmas.
She is still working
on
the
first of the month
“back East”. But she will be with
us “in spirit”, just like our “adopted
Please see SIOUX, next page
family"
will be--all the friends
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because they know that is

when some Indians get
their meager government
checks! This is also true in
all the “ghetto” communities where the need is
greatest for the discount
markets--and yet there are

none, no choices.
What an eye-opener! When I
started the American Indian Relief
Council I was sure we could make a
big difference because, once they
knew the facts, evervbodv would
want to help.
Not very
But I was wrong!
many are generous and caring. I
guess a lot of people just don’t want
to admit to themselves that some
people could be as bad off as the
Indians, in the midst of our prosperous society.

ones.

well. I don’t know of any private
organization that has done more for
I’ve been through hard winters, the Sioux people than the American
and I know you have, too. But Indian Relief Council.
have you ever watched a mother
burning the last of her furniture to From major projects like distributkeep her children from freezing? ing turkeys at Thanksgiving or givThat happens in the Sioux Nation.
ing three ambulances to the Emergency Medical Service.. .to everyPlease help me. Please--help day needs like getting firewood to
me! To most of us, the winter an elderly widow’s cabin in the
holidays means home, warmth, middle of Winter.. .Dave Myers and
family and love. Christmas means the A.I.R.C. have always been
sharing and all the things of joy and there when the Sioux people have
“having”. It means the same to the needed help.
American Indians!
Even though
most of them don’t even have a The Holiday Season is upon us and
warm home to go to this Christmas. for most Americans, it is a time of
This is the hardest winter remem- celebration, peace and joy. But for
bered, to our people.
many of us Indians, it’s hard to ceiebrate when the snow is falling, it’s
Please use the prayer reminder 20 or 30 below zero, and you can’t
because in the long run it is our heat your house or give your chiiprayers for one another that will dren a decent meal because you
make the most difference. If you have no job.
can help in a material way, we are
humble in our thanks but it will be This is the time of year when the
the prayers that will bring unity and A.I.R.C.‘s help is peedsd most by
the Native American people.
hope and finally, dignity.

I wish some of those people
could just spend a couple of days
with me on a Sioux Reservation. If
Please, I beg of you to look into
they visited right now, I’m sure
they wouldn’t believe the cold-- your heart and stretch your genbone-chilling cold dav and night erosity to the limit and a bit befor weeks on end without relief. yond, to assist US with at least the
The
There are no shelters to move into children and the elderly.
even temporarily--there are not even young and the elderly. The babies
heat escape vents for there are no and the old folks. They’re always
sidewalks, train stations, cardboard the hardest hit by a cruel winter.
boxes or even grocery store carts to
m: I am not going to print more
hold your possessions.
of the letter-you will help or you
We t&e central hat and warm will not and I Cannot ask a man
clothes for granted. me Indians to beg for that which should flow
I will
can’t. Many houses on the Reser- ” love _and- --abuntince.
vationshave NO

EAT

AT

ALL.

One of the most beneficial things
the Council has ever done was when
we purchased some chain saws and
log splitters for a group of Sioux
who wanted to go into business
supplying firewood. Now we can
turn a $15 donation into a whole
cord of firewood for a family that
might otherwise free= if they
didn’t have it...because they can’t
afford the $80 to $100 per cord for
government-subsidized firewood!

CiCSl!this with 8 St.lXtemeIlt
from
Alex Little Soldier, who speaks in

bddf

Of the bte@Y

m
w

In fact, a lot of Indian families
can’t even afford to buy tselr chiidren reasonably
warm winter
clothes to wear to school. I’ve seen
Sioux children on the street in midwinter without shoes. They outgrew the last pair they had and their
parents have no money to buy new

Of Dave

Myers. I would only ask that you
all remember the horror of
Wounded I&?e, SO recently illconceived and blatantly bashed
UPon these honomle
People by
the government*
If YOU do not
start HERE-where shall You begin?]

Dakotas to him, for it is far too
costly to forward them. There is
need, however, in his own gathering circle so most certainly, I place
no limitations upon you and your
own choices. I shall ask him for a
statement regarding this matter.
Thank you, cheias, for allowing me
to share this message and petition-for when a brother comes in honest
petition as unto a “friend” there IS
NO GREATER HONOR UPON
YOU--AND IT IS TIME TO
COME BACK INTO
THAT
“KNOWING” AS MUCH.
Dharma, take this from the machine
and allow us to get on with our
work. Blessings are unto all who
see and hear. Salu. Q
FIND

OUT WHAT’S

REALLY

GOING

ON!

This audio tape set is an introduction to the Socioeconomic,
Political, Geophysical and
Spiritual transmissions/messages contained within m
Phoenix Journals”. Some topics covered are: “New World
Order”, UFO cover-up, U.S.
Constitution, AIDS, Spiritual
Transition of Man and more.

Please help Dave Myers help us. I
know how careful Dave is with evAnd, believe me, I
ery penny.
know how desperately needed your
gifts are, both among the “City Indians” as well as for us here on the
Reservations.

GEORGE & DESIREE’
GREEN AUDIO TAPE
$12.OO...(Plus Shipping)
Two-Tape set.. .3 hours

May the Great Father bless you,
Alex “Little Soldier” Lunderman
END OF QUOTING FROM THE
LETTER.

To order contact:
America West
800-729-4131

1 would share Q bit of infom&n
which if is pust time you under~&-THESE
BROTHERS
COME ~zmcmy
FROM PLE&

LIBERATOR
mj’js
MD
AS GOD SAID= f PHOENIX
m
BBS
NEAT ~ICJ$
YE DO UNTO
i
(Computer
Bulletin Board)
THE LEAST
OF MINE-THUS
HAVE

YE DONE IT UNTO ME.‘”

so BE IT FOR THE CYCLES OF
SEQUENCE
SHALL
ALWAYS
RETURN INTO INFINITY.
SALJl

If you have a coat, a tool, a bianket, tarps and rope--anything that
Alex “Little Soldier” Lunderman
can help even ONE make it through
Ring Thunde:, South Dakota
the winter, send it. Funds can be
received and I shall also ask that
t
shear rneno:
Little Crow accept funds in behalf
of the Sioux and he can direct them
When I was President of my Tribe, personally.
Please, however, do
I came to know Dave Myers very not send packages intended for the

m

3
n

E
l

: Effective immediately the Phoenix:
‘Liberator
BBS is up and running.:
m
nTO download information to your.
:computer simply dial (with mo-:
idem) (805) 822-1309. The BBS is:
inonsubscription and functions at:
‘2400 baud. You’ll find informationm
8
mregarding citizen’s rights, state citi-:
zzenship, Constitutional concerns;
: and legal insights, conspiracies and:
nSOmuch more. Spread the word. ;
;
m
8~=~rn~~~~===8=88~B~~8~
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New evidence shows Demjanjuk frame-up
1213191#2 HATONN
I believe that today is a good time
to begin to speak of the “trials” of
Germans who were executed for
that which they DID NOT DO. In
the name of “revenge” a massive
movement became the show of the
day at Nuremberg.
But the
“Holocaust” lies never stopped nor
did the haunting and incredible
atrocities against innocent people
who were “fingered” as villains
from that “holocaust”.

serious deficiencies which existed in
the case brought against him by the
state of Israel.
Now the Establishment press has suddenly discovered those same flaws.
The

Washington

“They had all the proof that in a
normal, humane society would be
needed to exonerate the man,” said
Jerry Brentar, who has served as an
investigator on the Demjanjuk defense team for more than a decade.

Post reported

“The man is 100 percent innoon November 17 (1991) that NEW
cent,”
he added. “The only thing
EVIDENCE uncovered over a year
ago in the files of the Soviet KGB the U.S. Justice Department’s Ofsecret police shows Demjaqjuk is fice of Special Iuvesigations has to
just what he claimed: wrongly ac- hang their hat on is Damjanjuk
cused of being “Ivan the Terri- put down on immigration papers
ble”, a brutal prison camp guard in 1948 that he was never in the
army,” hardly a capital crime.
I am going to write about this mat- in Poland during World War II.
ter now and ask that this portion be
was
Demjanjuk’s
credibility
Demjanjuk is the retired auplaced in the paper as well because
damaged,
the
Israeli
Supreme
Court
toworker from Cleveland whose
it speaks for itself.
naturalized American citizenship ruled, because he had denied having
WAR CRIME FRAME-UP
was stripped from him by a Justice worked as a camp guard and beEXPOSED
Department eager to do Israel’s cause he had used the name
bidding, and which shipped him to Marchenko when he applied in 1948
I ask you to take careful note of this the Mideast State for trial in 1986, for a U.S. visa at Stuttgart, Gerinformation for it will not be run on even though it was clear a death many. Not’surprisingly, Demjanjuk
believed he would be denied enthe front page of your Estab- sentence was already planned.
trance to the United States by adlishment newspaper or make CNN’s
Special Report. These false accusers
Demjanjuk is specifically ac- mitting he served in the German
have now destroyed another inno- cused of having been a sadistic army, no matter that he was a capa
life without even an apology camp guard at the German-run Tre- tured Soviet army soldier who
for the action. Retired Cleveland blinka camp during World War II. might not have had a choice in the
autoworker, JOHN DEMJAN- However, long-suppressed inter- matter.
JUK, deported to Israel to face views of 21 Treblinka guards congxecution as a “war criminal”, ducted by the KGB between 1944
As to the visa issue, Demjanjuk
was framed by the Soviets and Is- and 1961 found the guard was 811=.was told to list his mother’s maiden
raelis, and those defending him other man altopether, named Ivan name, but said later he had forgothave been smeared as “anti- Marchenko. And a 1940’s photo- ten it. So he used Marchenko, at
Semites”. NOW THE TRUTH graph identified by one of the common Ukrainian name, not realCAN NO LONGER BE SUP- guards as being that of “Ivan” is izing this would come back to haunt
PRESSED, AND THE ESTAB- CLEARLY NOT DEMIANJUK.
him.
LISHMEN? MEDIA IS ADa
TING ITS “MISTAKE”!
RULING_
_EVIDENCE CONTRADICTORY
I have been sent a publication article regarding this matter and I think
it better to have it reprinted.
I
spoke on this particular case at great
length long ago and said the man
was innocent an! a heinous crime
was in committing and now you
have truth finally flowing from under the cracks in the doors of the
liar’s dens. I see not how you people can do this to each other nor
how you can sit by and allow of it!

Even the Post concedes Demjanjuk’s conviction in 1988 by an
Israeli court of “crimes against
humanity”-and his death sentence-were fallaciously based on
largely circumstantial evidence
that was itself contradictory. For
example, one key document was a
German identity card showing he
had worked at two other camps; the
other was the claim. by five elderly
former inmates of the Treblinka
camp that Demjanjuk was stationed
there as a guard.

Demjanjuk’s Israeli defense attorney, Yoram Sheftel, presented
the KGB files to Israel’s Supreme
Court in August, and the justices
have promised to issue a ruling in
the case this month.
However,
prosecuting
attorney
Michael
Shaked told the court how Demjanjuk could still be found guilty
(and executed).

facility, as did many other Soviet
soldiers taken prisoner and later
pressed into service by German authorities.

The Post report on Demjanjuk’s
three-year-long wait for execution
conceded Israel’s Supreme Court
could face serious problems by authorizing a hanging in the face of
“evidence”.
such contradictory
However, the Post also quoted Tom
Segev, identified as a journalist who
covered the Demjanjuk trial for a
Tel Aviv newspaper, as saying the
original guilty verdict handed down
“was more a part of the literature of
Jewish lamentation than a sober legal document”.
Brentar said the Israelis clearly
are NOT interested in justice.
END QUOTE
Today the Ukraine seems to become
a “free” nation but here you have a
Ukrainian-AMERICAN ready to go
to death for a crime he COULD
NOT HAVE COMMITTED--at t$e
hands of the Zionist Israelis.
AMERICA, HOW CAN YOU SIT
BY AND ALLOW THIS MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE TO
ONE OF YOUR OWN CITIZENS?
HOW CAN YOU BEAR THIS ON
YOUR CONSCIENCE?
I can only ask that the Constititional Law Center and/or the Common maw Service Center find out
what you can, and at least we can
make objection and loud outcry--we
cannot sit and do nothing! The
prestige of the Constitutional Law
Center bears gaining of attention.
The family of this man has struggled about as far as they can go.
This has already happened to another of your countrymen and the
effort did not come in time. May
God have mercy for you have so
long been blind.

Shaked said, in essence, that
even if I?emjanjuk were not Ivan Will anyone reading this document
the Terrible, he should be -feud
Quote:
who knows anything of thiscake,
f war crimes fo r please contact Rick Martin at the
at German camps
Since the start of the tragedy
America West address.
But despite the revelation of
at
Tmwniki
and
Sobibor.
There
that has engulfed John Demjanjuk, new evidence, at least one longtime
there has been little truth in report- Demjanjuk supporter doubts the re- was no evidence submitted to show
ing. No one, save a small paper or tired autoworker will ever see ius- the now 71-year-old Demjanjuk had
done anything more than guard the
two, printed anything regarding the tice Drevail.
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Depleted uranium shells contaminate desert
12/3/91#2 HATONN
Now let us turn our attention to another heinous killer at loose--this
one is High-Tech ammunition
which is yet another legacy of the
Persian Gulf War; high-tech ammunition left behind by U.S. forces,
fashioned from spent uranium, is
slowly poisoning the region.

identity of these sources would remain protected, and that no duplicates of the highly sensitive text
were made.

w
Estimates are that during the brief
but intense combat phase of the
Gulf War U.S. ground forces fired
between 5,000 and 6,000 advanced,
armor-piercing shells known as depleted uranium (DU) rounds. (And
all the while you didn’t realize you
were already IN A NUCLEAR
WAR--YOURS!)

The spreading contamination of the
radioactive debris, left behind by
U.S. forces after the Gulf War,
keeps on killing civilians in the region, with an estimated 500,000
additional deaths expected by the
end of the decade.
This comes
from a “top-secret” scientific report
leaked by an insider.
In addition, American and British
aircraft on anti-tank and combat
A senior UN diplomat who repre- support missions launched “perhaps
sents a major nation of the Arabian 10 times as many” rockets and propeninsula stated, “Our air, our wa- jectiles made of depleted uranium at
ter, the soil, the food chain--every- enemy targets.
thing--has been poisoned. My government supported the military in- DU ammunition, developed in
tervention against Iraq, but now tightly guarded secrecy by U.S. and
many of us wish we had opposed British defense contractors during
it.”
the mid-1980’s, contains an exceptionally hard, dense core of U-238.
The concern voiced by this veteran
foreign affairs official and numer- These projectiles are “the best tank
ous of his UN colleagues, who al- killers we’ve ever seen”, said Lt.
ways go “unheard” and certainly Col. Vincent Macchi, a combat
“unpublished”, has been prompted commander in the Gulf campaign
by a recent top-secret study of the who now works as a Pentagon opInternational
Atomic
Energy erations analyst.
Agency (IAEA) distributed to Gulf
diplomats with high security clear- “The trouble is, we’ve never used
ances in mid-November.
DU ammo before, and we had no
idea what the aftereffect would be,”
The study, researched and compiled Mac&i added.
by an IAEA task force of largely
British and French scientists, re- To determine the long-range impact
veals intense artillery, armor and air of this new war-fighting techattacks last February by U.S.-led nologY9 physicists and deconcoalition forces using so-called sub- tamination specialists from the
atomic 1 ammunition left behind Royal Atomic Energy Authority,
some 50,000 tons of radioactive and the British affiliate of the IAEA,
toxic rubble in Kuwait and Iraq.
conducted’ a series of secret field
tests and surveys in the Gulf during
Bush
The
administration
is August and September.
“desperately trying to suppress this
survey” asserted an Arab UN del- They found shell fragments, uraegate. “We cannot let that happen; nium dust and other debris left beour nations face genocidal catas- hind by the “firestorm” of high-tech
trophe unless we sound an alarm. ”
shells fired during -the February
campaign are generating enough raTo break the cover-up of the IAEA diation to present a “serious, and
report, Middle Eastern diplomats ultimately lethal health hazard” to
arranged access to a copy of the large population masses in the restudy, on the understanding that the gron.

A computer analysis of these field
tests and “on-site” findings by the
Radiological Protection Unit of the
IAEA has come up with the grim
estimate “at its present level, the
contamination, radiation and other
health hazards generated by shell
fragments and similar debris is sufficient to cause some 500,000
deaths among the civilian population of the region” within the next
few years, 10 at most.

House source interviewed privately-has disclosed.
The reason: Any public admission
about the long-range threat presented by DU ammunition may lead
to a call for international treaties
banning such genocidal sub-atomic
armaments from future warfare.

For the moment, Bush and his top
advisers are simply trying to “sit on
the IAEA report and play for time”
This is a stunning forecast, chelas. until they “come up with a way to
This has prompted the IAEA to add circumvent it”, related this knowlan appendix to its findings urging edgeable observer.
all, bomb removal and cleanup
crews in the affected areas be pro- This, however, may not prove an
vided with protective clothing -and acceptable response- for the masses
anti-radiation
other
safeguards of civilians who face deteriorating
“before they commence another health, cancer and kidney failure
day’s work”. It also prompted a along with other ailments, and in
“top-secret” designation on the in- the end untimely death, until the
formation.
Bush administration
finds the
courage to face the consequences of
But the Bush administration, though its military intervention in the Gulf.
“shocked and staggered” by the
IAEA’s findings, views them as a
Please see SHELLS, next page.
“dangerous challenge”, one White
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Understanding and coping
with “Restless” feelings
1214191 SANANDA

WAY”
was
SPEAK
THIS
constantly
put in her mind
deliberately by ones whom she
thought very near and dear to her.
She began to doubt her sanity. She
wanted her life the way it was
BEFORE she knew the Truth...and
there was NO turning back as hard
as she tried.
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think she recognizes now the-great
degree of love given her to assist
her during these “difficult” testing
times she has gone through. But
mnember this, chelas, our outpouring is only useful to the degree
that the receiver allows it! Otherwise it simply returns to sender.

call “nervous” energy. Which has
little to do with nerves as such.
Anyway, for those of you who
wonder what and how to listen to
God, read on. This one “walks”
every day for “exercise”. This is
the “time” early on that we, of the
Hosts, found it easiest to reach her
because she actually puts herself in
a self-hypnotic trance while walking. She also cleared her space,
commanded protection and asked
for guidance to sustain in God’s
service. It is really that simple,
chelas! It begins with Desire, Devotion and Self-Discipline.
You
must DO your part as Co-creator
for God already has DONE His.

Greetings precious Druthea. I AM
Sananda, Esu, Immanuel.
I AM
the one many know as “Jesus
Christ”. I come in service to Holy
God of Light and to you my
brethren upon earth Shan. Sananda
is my inherited, earned label given
It simply
of Our Father, .God.
So what did she finally do to recogDoes this sound like any of you out nize and change the fact that she
means “One With God”.
there reading this? I thought so. It allowed the adversary (satan) to rule
doesn’t
end yet, my chelas. She her life for a time? WHEN SHE
My scribe is in process of tremendous change and has been for some then went through a very long pe- BECAME SO EXHAUSTED AND
years now. This I share because riod of deep confusion and became DEPRESSED AND HOPELESS,
many of you will relate to the feel- very angry. She cried frequently. SHE TURNED HER FACE TO
ings which are or have been pro- She spent much time alone in self- GOD AND SAID, “Father, please
duced by these “changes”, or what I pity. She was harsh to her loved HELP ME!” The call from the
prefer to call “challenges” to facili- ones. She was even embarrassed at heartplace compels the answer and
tate spiritual growth. None of you her own behavior at times, but she she was at that moment ready to I will share with you that NO ONE
She listen for her instructions and act was more surprised at Druthea bewill escape these “growing” pains frankly felt most helpless.
asked for everyone’s opinion and upon them. From that moment on coming a “receiver” than was she!
which I will speak of.
interpretation of the transmissions she has commanded shielding of You must realize, precious chelas,
When this one, Druthea, first be- presented by Commander Hatonn love, protection and guidance that that receiving from the Lighted
came involved with the works of and even myself, Sananda. All the she may serve God honorably in Source and Command is something
Hatonn and Dharma, contained while God waited patiently for her His reflection. Does she falter and ALL have ability to do and many
within THE PHOENIX JOUR- to listen, mostly she was too terror- have her “bad” moments?
Cer- do it unwittingly. God is WITHIN
NAL& she was quite skeptical. It stricken and confused to quiet her- tainly. The difference is now she you and so the still quiet voice of
kiiows she has a choice in the mat- His love and guidance must be actook many months of self-searching self enough to do so.
and testing for her to find comfort
ter (as she always did and did not cessed within you. It is not mystiwith the fact that, yes indeedy, she Many ones, including myself, know) and so she then can make the cal, it is only a mystery until YOU
was in contact with beings not of worked with her and kept a constant necessary “attitude” adjustments.
KNOW how to do it. Eventually,
outpouring of loving light upon her.
this planet, called Earth.
and hopefully sooner than later, you
Many of you ones in the early circle I will share with you that this child
When it finally sunk in that what did the same. This child is loved finds it most difficult to “sit still” to Please see RESTLESS, next page.
Commander Hatonn and the other very greatly by many ones and I listen. She ha.9 much of what you
Hosts said is in fact true and that
this civilization
is in serious
trouble, absolute terror set in for
Become informed about:
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humankind, uncover the lies of the problem in similar ways.
IS MY TESTING OVER YET?
RESTLESS, cont. from
previous page.
adversary, boot him out, and clean
will all learn to commune with God up the mess and then hopefully So what is the root of this insecu- This Druthea asks. No. And it
FEAR rears its ugly head does not become OVER until your
within you constantly, regardless of graduate beyond these physical di- rity?
mensions.
We
continuaUy
remind
again.
It’s sort of silly when she return to the ONE Creator God is
the task you may be performing.
her, as well as all of you, that you looks at it. For she no longer fears completed! Remember I, Sananda,
Druthea says she thinks there is one each CHOSE to be here and you death, yet she is terrified of losing am also being tested for this grand
This finale confrontation with our adverdown side to knowing you are re; will CHOOSE to serve GOD OF her “shopping” budget!
LIGHT
or
continue
in
the
service
of
fear/insecurity about money is, in sary here on earth Shan. So don’t
sponsible for all you do and creau
her case, related to deep attachment feel alone, chelas.
and how you respond to situations. the adversary to God.
to physical world illusion as she has
That is that when you “goof” 01
ALL
ones
of
you
reading
this
matebeen
comfortable within it. Chelas, Now at the current time, Druthea is
make an “error” against God’s
LOVE principle, YOU KNOW I’I rial have made a commitment to the people of this world, save a dealing with the challenge of feeling
and there is no hiding and saying serve in some capacity. We are few, are in the process of losing all restless and “let’s get on with it,
ringing. the alarm clock. If some of of their dollars/wealth. As Hatonn I’m bored with the adversaries’
you did not know!
you are angry, that is good for at says, “The world is being fore- games. ’ This feeling occurs when
True, precious, you cannot hide be- least we know you’re alive and closed upon!” So she, as well as all you finally begin to see the light at
hind ignorance when you do know, cooking and perhaps we can help of you, will need to make some ad- the end of the tunnel. It is not a
but I would not say it to be a “down you out of the boiling pot before justments in perceptions of comfort freight train, It is God returning.
and “needs”. So be it.
And now that she feels it is hapside” for would you not rather you are too cooked to escape!
pening
within her, she’s becoming
KNOW your errors immediately so
that you bear the consequences I suggest that you NOT be angry at Comfort in the days ahead, my impatient for completion of the job.
quickly? In this way you are less God or the truthbringers for waking friends, will be a warm bed, home, And she asks why doesn’t everyone
apt to repeat the error. It is only you up, for you will only find your- food and clothing. And you will be just wake up and get on with it?
when in ignorance ones defy the self in misery and powerlessness. HAPPY to have them. There is no Well, it doesn’t work that way,
law of balance and love and then You must be willing to DO your longer room in your minds for ex- chela. Just as you have struggled
If that and continue to struggle in your
wonder why they are having “bad” part to change the evil circum- cess physical frivolity.
luck or are so very unhappy. Re- stances and bring forth TRUTH and frightens you, I am sorry for you. own way with awakening and servmember even in ignorance of your to do it you must sincerely DESIRE For your 30 pairs of designer shoes, ing, ALL will need to go through
errors will you still reap the conse- TO KNOW WHAT IT IS YOU and your valuable gold jewelry and their testing and process of awakquences. So would you not rather MUST KNOW AND DO TO gems, and your expensive houses, ening. This is part of your growing
stand responsible and KNOW the SUSTAIN IN GOD’S SERVICE. cars and countless other “luxuries” experience upon this beloved orb.
error be so and KNOW YOU must It is not necessarily easy. It most will not serve your basic survival My suggestion? Be as patient with
change your behavior or thinking probably will involve hard work, needs in the times ahead. Nor will those you are reaching as God and
accordingly? I trust you see the physically and emotionally. It may ANYTHING of the physical leave His Hosts have been patient with
not be convenient.
But so what! with you when you depart this plane you! (Big Gulp from Druthea).
wisdom in knowing!
Do you not enjoy a good worthy in the so-called “death” experience.
WHAT HAPPW
AFTER
A strong spiritual You will need release attachment to Perhaps some of you can relate to
challenge?
YOU’VE CONOUERED THE
Inner fulfillment of a these things “you think” make you her feeling if I describe it as like a
BOND?
FEAR?
commitment accomplished to the happy, for if you are honest with horse you are riding. Often when
best of your ability? Do you realize yourself, you will find that they DO the horse you are riding is leaving
So what became of Druthea after for most of you this is a rare and NOT.
the stable, it trods along. When
she accomplished communion with precious time of opportunity to
you turn back towards “home”, the
God and We of His Hosts? Bliss serve? The changing of a cycle of a Does this mean throw out your furs
horse can barely contain itself and
and Contentment? Not hardly, not planet.
You proclaimed to God and abandon your home? Of course wishes to run all the way home!
even at all. Once the novelty wore YOU would serve. Will you honor not, precious ones! God IS AbunDruthea knows she’s on the road
off, she began to realize and to re- your commitment?
dance, only His abundance is NOT “home” and wants to run and miss
member that SHE herself had a
LIMITED TO PHYSICAL abun- all the scenery. Not only will she
purpose, a commitment to serve
WHAT HAPPENS NET
dance! Enjoy your “things” which miss the scenery, she undoubtedly
God here on Earth. We simply rebring you comfort. Although if you will become careless and trip in a
minded her of this commitment. So now that the fear is gone, how have an expensive home with a big
gopher hole, and make her journey
Yes, s,he was no longer “afraid” to do you feel? Druthea found herself mortgage in the city, I would sugmuch slower and somewhat painful
die. She did begin to have a sense being tested in ways which pro- gest you reconsider that decision.
too! Ponder it carefully, precious
of inner peace, although she, I duced forth her “insecurities”, for Perhaps it would be wise for you to
ones! There are NO shortcuts to
must admit, was not too thrilled to example in her case, money. She sell your home (if you can find a
God. ENJOY the journey. Welfind out about the nature of her re- does not like this being discussed, buyer) and move to the country,
come the “challenges” and testing
sponsibilities in service to God. and many-of you arc in the same rut
store some food and water and pre- which YOU and God design for you
And that is the key word, RE- as she. The funny thing is, Druthea pare for leaner times ah&. If that
to bring you home in honor.
SPONSIBILITY. It was like one has always had more than she needs sounds negative and doom and
minute she was just responsible for and yet you would think the child is gloom perhaps it is your perception
s_O HOW CAN YOU BECOME
herself and NOW the whole world close to poverty by the way she which is in error!
Perhaps you INSPIRED OR RE-INSPIRED?.
was included. That is just about magnifies “expenses” in her own simply do not understand HOW
how she felt.
CIRCUM- Impatience comes with not wanting
YOUR
mind. She has an over developed SERIOUS
sense of frugality on one hand and STANCES REALLY ARE!!
It seems to be, and it certainly is, a then can be quite frivolous on the
MASSIVE job to awaken a sleepy other.
Many of you share her

to go through the “process” of an
Please see RESTLESS, next page.
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Introduction to Commander Hatonn
!0/31/91 #2 - HATONN
I am Commander of the “Phoenix
Project”, serving the Command of
that ONE whom you refer to as
“The Messenger, Christos, God,
etc.”
The “Command Fleet” is
from the sector Pleiades from which
originated your ancestral lineage.
My mission is in preparation for the
return of the “God” to reclaim His
property. He went forth and has
prepared safe passage and “a place”
for each of you who would come
RESTLESS, cont.
within His shelter. The choice is
from previous page.
individual for force is not of God
“repeating” and you have free-will .for all
experience or
something which seems so obvious choices.
to you. For the first reason, I say,
trust the process of GOD working Our direct commission is to set the
records into Truth of content of
within you. Your impatience will historical facts for the planet is
subside when that is truly ac- ending one cycle and beginning a
complished. For the second, that of new and wondrous cycle of experirepetition of a circumstance, such as ence. This gives cause for you of
how the adversary lies. and fools the human species to make changes
you, or when you are explaining the concurrent with the greater physical
same to others, I say that you have changes of the planet. Yours will
reached the top of one level of be a “spiritual change!‘- and may or
may not include physical translaawareness and are anxious for tion. Each will be given choice of
inspiration to move into the next. direction and translation.
You may recognize reaching this
level by feeling “stuck” and also a The purpose of these writings and
feeling
of
“boredom”
and/or speakings is to allow the Truth to be
“restlessness” may occur. Again, put forth unto the masses- who
Desire, Devotion, Discipline. Trust would wish to receive them. The
the process of God working within JOURNALS also serve as historical
documentation of this portion of
you. Be patient for the unfolding “history” relative to that which has
WILL occur in the right time for come before--known and unknown-you. And lastly, GOD ALWAYS for whatever life forms and generaDOES HIS PART! KNOW AND tions to follow this manifested experience.
DO YOURS!

Hatonn is: Gyeorgos Ceres HatonnAton.
I write through
a
“translator”;
communications
through pulsed short-wave transmission. This is not “psychic channeling nor hocus-pocus”. This is
purely “physics” of frequency
transmission, receiver termination
of transmission and translation of
the signal into the English language.

You come against the wall, so to
speak, wherein you all but cross the
societal point of no return. You
will act to reclaim your human
rights or you will fall to the Adversary who, by the way--is that one
touted to be the “anti-Christ”. You
are in the time of, and the action of,
Armageddon as recognized from
prophecy. It makes no difference to
me whether or not you are believing
Truth will
of this information.
stand into infinity and God does not
send us, the Hosts, to banter or
kibitz with you about the facts of
the matter--ours is to present the
Thank you, Father, for allowing situation as it is, unto you.
mine sharing through this scribe.
Please hold her gently in your lov- Your “enemy” as to “space aliens”
ing light of guidance and protection are now all landlocked to your orbiting system. YOU HAVE NO
that she find the peace within which
THE
ENEMIES
AMONG
only exists in your KNOWING BROTHERHOOD
IN
SPACE
MIND. So be it and Selah. I AM (COSMOS).
YOU DO HAVE
Sananda. I come in service to Our ENEMIES IN YOUR “SPACES”
One HOLY Creator God/Atom BUT THEY ARE VERY EARTHORIENTED AND ORIGINATED.
salu. @
I will close this segment. Thank
you, Druthea, for your service and
for allowing this sharing of your
There are
personal experience.
many who will benefit from this
sharing and you are truly blessed
for having it to share! I Thank you,
my precious brethren, for taking the
time to read this. May it inspire
you in your g?wth process. Walk
gently with one another and Bless
our Mother Earth Shan for allowing
herself to be your stage of learning.

All of this is explained in depth in
the writings--this message is for
identification of myself and my coworkers who bring information and
assistance at this time of evolution.
We bring the unfolding and uncovering of the actions upon your globe
so that you can awaken unto your
plight--with “reason” and “proof”,
It is up to you as to what action you
take for our commission is to respond to you who have asked input
and assistance. We will DO nothing FOR you; we will serve and inform with “HOW TO” as we move
along through the maze of incredible deceit. You have NOTHING TO FEAR from us of the
Lighted Brotherhood of the Cosmos
for we work and act only within the
Laws
of God and those of The UniYour
versal Creation (Natural).
would-be-“Kings” (rulers of the
globe) have heinous plans to injure
you and place blame upon the Cosmic Brotherhood--what will be
claimed is a blatant LIE. You are
“People of the Lie” and unless you
awaken and &laim your heritage
as nations and people--you shall
fall--no more and no less.
Massive efforts are put forth to stop
our presentations--so be it.
We
have naught to lose--YOU HAVE
EVERYTHING TO LOSE, INCLUDING YOUR SOULS AS
WELL AS YOUR LIVES PHYSIMy commission is to
CAL.
“inform” you and I shall do SO to
the best of my allowed abilities for I
(we) are not allowed by Cosmic
Law to interfere or intervene except
in specific and delineated instances
which have been covered in lengthy
dialogue prior to this.

which can preserve “soul” survival.
I am not here to ask your permission for anything; I care not what
any aspect thinks or believes.
I
have a mission of God and I shall
see to it. You may join with me or
deny me for it makes not one iota
of difference. I do not “sell” anything--not this paper nor any other
item. I have a commitment and
obligation and I will see to it. You
may do that which you will--agree
or disagree. I do, however, suggest
that all read with an open mind to
the “possibilities” herein for you are
told by all comers of your intelligence that you are in a traumatic
time of change--you might well be
advised to look mto the possibility
of the Truth of this information. I
chair the Cosmic Council relative to
this Universal Sector and I believe
you will find that I am not overruled. He who denounces my person had best be carefully looked at
through the intent of wisdom for I
meet with any man and/or y;qi
who claims my falseness.
that no one ever, somehow, wishes
to participate in that invitation for
confrontation-do you not find that
strange?
You will find most of the “New
Age” groups and speakers fully in
alignment with the “New World
Order--Global Government”. This
will be denied for they do not realize the subterfuge and “sucking in”
of the innocent and ignorant.
I
suggest you pay close attention for
you are on the brink of losing your
world--not just your freedoms.
I shall continue to bring to your attention the cover-ups as they occurred and still occur. God has no
mysticism nor hidden agenda--God
is open and the only “mystery” is
that which you simply do not yet
understand--that too, He gives unto
you openly and freely. There are
no secret rituals or hidden doctrines, royal titles or elite placements. If you find any of these
things in that which YOU follow--I
suggest wisdom in discernment of
your choices. If you give of your
Power unto another according to his
decrees--you have forfeited your
Power forever. God asks that you
accept and take your POWER in
HIS name that you can become one
within His Grace and reclaimer of
that which is your rightful heritage.

I serve aboard the Command Ship,
Phoenix, and I head the Fleet
Command. I am Commander of
the United Federation Fleet, Intergalactic Federation Command. I
link with other Commands, i.e., the
referenced
“Ashtar Command”,
only in time of imminent planetary
destruction at which point that
Command will be in charge of any
evacuation of general nature. Our
Command will bring all of God’s
people into security. I have no responsibility to the “adversary” nor
his followers and no evil shall be
brought into the places of Lighted
God. Evil is a manifestation of
“human” and we do NOT allow evil
within our orderly God-revering societies . This does not, however, I feel that we must begin to publish
mean that ones who are in deciding
Please see INTRO, next page.
will not be taken into a placement
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Health watch alert

1212191 DR. 1. COLEMAN
BEWARE OF m;u_SHOTS

Calhealth facility has questioned the
need for the shots, much less explained to the public that the shots
cannot possibly cover all of the
known 2000 strains of flu viruses,
so how can flu shots protect people
from what the authorities are
vaguely describing as “a particularly virulent type”?
Does the
government know exactly WHAT
type this is? If it does, it is not
telling.

We are looking at a three-stage
campaign geared toward mass inoculation of flu shots. The first stage
was a series of nation-wide news
bulletins, carried by all the major
T.V.networks, the wire services,
radio and newspapers, that this
winter will see the appearance of a
particularly virulent strain of flu.
This part of the campaign is more No one is willing to state what the
or less complete.
flu shots contain that people are
being urged to take. My source inThe second stage is a nation-wide dicates that it is a compound of
warning that flu shots are going to three strains and may resemble
be in short supply and will be allo- swine flu shots, but only in greater
cated first to the elderly, to the strength. If this is the case, then we
children, and those who cannot af- shall see serious side effects, similar
ford to pay for the necessary shots to those produced by swine flu
which, it is stressed, everybody shots. The young and the elderly
should get. This stage is on-going.
will be most vulnerable. Do not be
surprised if the shots prove to be
The third stage is an expected rush life threatening for the very old and
by various population groups to get the young.
their shots while supplies last, having been falsely led to believe the Could it be that the new flu vaccine
“short supply” message. No medi- is intended to supplement the AIDS
wave sweeping the country? DurINTRO, cont. from previous page. ing her recent tour of Africa, Queen
Elizabeth said that “overpopulation”
this identification and purpose for
we are swamped with new readers
and it is magnificently important
that you KNOW who we are and
that which we are about--for we are
about our Father’s business. Again,
1213191 DR. J. COLEMAN
you have nothing to lose by gaining
TRUTH and insight--but you do Not a single one of the scenarios
have everything to lose in the that Bush hoped would save the
physical and soul realms by re- economy has been forthcoming.
maining ignorant at the hands of the His last gasp is the planned air asdeceivers who would hide Truth sault on Libya which is very much
from your eyes and ears. So be it. in the cards. However, the “bomb
I salute you who assume responsibility. I pity you who do not and I Libya” plot is stalled because of the
have great compassion as we pass intransigence of Italy, which gets
on into the more compressing times most of its oil from the desert sands
ahead, as you perceive the journey. of Libya where once the armies of
I offer my hand in love and broth- El Duce ruled.
erhood and I give you all that I
have and am. Accept or deny my Other voices have been added to the
person--but I suggest you look into Italians, namely Iran and Syria.
the possibility that what we bring
“might” well be Truth and you will Bush fears that a’ backlash against
come to understand. To deny the his planned act of visiting destrucrobber, who has just bound and tion from the air on Libya may
gagged you, is to be a stupid fool. outweigh the political advantages.
The .better part of wisdom is to The plan is therefore on hold. In
look, discern and then act. God case we are wondering about those
never limits your investigation into two Libyans, it is well known in the
all facets of the Truth--does your intelligence services of Britain,
“minister”? Does your controlling
hierarchy?
I suggest you ponder France and the U.S. that the Pam
Am bombers are two Syrians,
this well. 0

is the
biggest problem facing
IRRADIATED FOODS
Africa and, by inference, the world.
Also by inference were comments The Department of the Army has
indicating that AIDS isn’t killing announced that it will use irradiated
fast enough.
General William Tuttle,
foods.
who commands the Army Materiel
Before accepting a flu shot, ask Command, has advised the U.S.
your doctor EXACTLY what the Department of Agriculture that,
shot contains, and if he or she can- henceforth, irradiated food will be
not tell you with certainty, and ex- taken into the military subsistence
plain any side effects that might program.
arise, then, conventional wisdom
dictates that you don’t have it.
STARVATION
CHOLERA ON THE MARCH

The World Bank has announced that
it will reduce financial help to
African nations where millions are
already starving. The World Bank
says that African nations are not
“on the reform path”, and that it
will no longer give money to countries in Africa that are “not doing
all they can”--presumably to comply
with the policies of genocide imposed by the International Monetary
Fund.

Meantime a virulent new strain of
cholera has been reported as far
north as Mexico near the MexicanU.S. border. Unlike any previous
strain of cholera, the new strain
kills within 2 hours of onset. At
present there is an increase in the
number of cholera cases worldwide. Since January 1991, there
has been an epidemic of this disease
raging unchecked across Latin
America. The new cholera strain
YPDAz
should be of grave concern to the
United States, given the virtual The U.S. has only sufficient foodopen border between Mexico and stocks for five days as of the end of
the U.S.
November. @

U.S. economic woes continue
Cutting the interest rate
petard.
That was
will have no effect.
proved in 1929-1930, when conditions similar to those which now
exist collapsed the economy. President Herbert Hoover was blamed,
when in reality it was the Bank of
England acting through its U.S. surPresident Bush has nothing left with rogate that was the culprit.
which to fight the depression, so he
has resorted to playing the fiddle, The November 6th cut in the interthe tune dictated by our British est rate has not stopped the collapse
masters, while Washington bums. of our economy. It was an act of
In all fairness to the President, until desperation. The cut was only supthe 2% inflation rate target for our posed to come after Christmas sales
economy, set by the Bank of Eng- results were reported. The discount
land, is reached or else rescinded, rate of 4.5%, following five cuts
there is not much he nor anyone since December 1990, stands at its
The British oli- lowest since 1973.
else can do.
garchists who dictate our economic
policies do not want Federal Re- The lower interest rate has sent forserve interest repaid in inflated eign investors scrambling to get out
of U.S. investments. Worse yet,
dollars.
the latest information received from
But the planners of this scenario Please see ECONOMY, next page.
have been hoisted by their own

Colonel
presently in Damascus.
Quddafi has repeatedly challenged
John Major and President Bush to
produce a single piece of evidence
that the two intelligence agents were
in any way involved. Thus far they
have not responded.

ECONOMY, cont.
from previous page.
my economic intelligence source is
that ominous signs are appearing
which indicate that foreign investors
have begun to disinvest so rapidly
in U.S. securities and the dollar
that, if the present pace continues,
it will amount to dumping of these
key assets.
European money managers attribute
this to the panic cut in the discount
rate, the pending collapse of Citicorp and Britain tying the pound
Sterling to the German deutshcemark. The consensus among intelligence agency economic watchers
is that even if the Federal Reserve
rallies the dollar, any advance will
be of very short duration. This was
confirmed by my friend who used
to work for Salomon Brothers until
a short time ago. European and
Japanese money managers see no
relief in the underlying causes of
what is now openly being called
“the U.S. depression of 1991”.
Those who favored a drastic reduction in the discount rate have
backed the wrong horse. Although
at its lowest since 1973, it has not
brought the desired results. One of
the primary reasons is that the U.S.
is still in a high price market. Although very small signs of deflation
are starting to appear, the price of
overinflated real estate has not
dropped significantly, nor have big
ticket items like cars, refrigerators
and television sets. Until PRICES
take a big drop, the consumer does
not want to invest in these items,
and in most cases does not have
even the downpayment.
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of a blowout.” What right does the
RTC, working with public money,
have to protect its friends? How
dare the RTC withhold real estate
from the market unless it can sell
for what they call, “its threshold
value”, which is 25% of its INFLATED market value? The President ought to tell the RTC to stop
playing around and protecting its
pals in the real estate business and
tell RTC to put ALL OF THE BILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN REAL
ESTATE IT HOLDS ON THE
MARKET IMMEDIATELY.
This would have the effect of
pricking the balloon of inflated real
estate values and returning the
market to sanity. The RTC says,
“Well, there are no buyers,” but
this is only partly true, be+
it is
the RTC which is keepingB ‘rices
high and preventing buyers from
coming to the market place.
When prices do drop, as they will
have to with car prices, television
sets, refrigerators, washers and dryers, etc., a chain reaction will be set
up that is most likely to blast the
economic sector and take down the
entire economy. No matter which
way we look at it, the U.S. is in a
perilous economic state which interest rate cuts cannot save.

In fact, interest rate cuts are making
things worse. Apart from the disinvestment going on, the pending
dumping of securities and the dollar, investors are starting to see that
government paper is soon going to
be worthless. The Japanese were
the first to notice this and have
ceased buying U.S. government paper--hence the insults being hurled
Yet the government itself insists on at them by the Bush administration.
trying to prevent the apple from
falling to the ground. Take, for ex- Unlike the post-1987 period, there
ample, the Resolution Trust Corpo- is simply no foreign investment
ration (RTC), whose sleazy meth- money coming in. This means that
ods of doing business are a national investment must come from domesdisgrace. In trying to prevent the tic sources, but these have been
law of gravity from operating, the virtually dried up by massive TreaRTC held out its hand and caught sury borrowing. Primary dealers in
billions of dollars worth of real es- paper don’t want to buy any more
tate from falling onto the market.
because they know that they will
have to sell at potential losses beWhat is the purpose of such eco- cause their clients see that there is
nomic sabotage? Quite simply the no purpose in investing in low yield
RTC is preventing the real estate papermarket from getting back to reality
by withholding the properties it One such government paper badly
holds from the market. Its agents hit by interest rate cuts is the bond
say, “We don’t want to be the cause market. Witness what happened on

November 5th when sales of 3-year
notes collapsed. The $14 billion offer was the first of the $38 billion
refunding
program.
Nobody
wanted to buy paper that would
yield only 6%. The Japanese and
Swiss buyers stayed away in
droves.
There are some frightening statistics
to be observed in this sector of the
economy: (1) The “bid to cover”
ratio was 1.55, the lowest for the
past 18 years. (2) Bidding for the
notes amounted to $2 1.7 billion--the
lowest since 1978.
Combined
November 5th and 6th sales forced
the government to borrow another
$250 million from a loan market already squeezed dry. It becomes increasingly clear that the many cuts
in the discount rate has left the bond
market in total disarray. It is too
far gone even for a new war with
Iraq--which the London Finmcial
Times mentioned as a distinct possibility--to pull Bush’s chestnuts out
of the fire.

The banking industry is close to a
blow-out following revelations that
off balance sheet liabilities of Citicorp are $660 billion or more than
THREE TIMES its assets of
$203.10 billion.
These figures
were confirmed for me by my
source in the House Banking Committee, who also told me that Citicorp is operating under the control
of federal regulators who are trying
to prevent the bank from collapsing
until after the 1992 elections.
Citicorp has always been highly secretive about its off balance sheet
exposure, but my inside source has
confirmed the foregoing. Off balance sheet liabilities are not reported to federal bank regulators by
the big banks, a practice that has
long been critic&d by the General
Accounting Office (GAO), but
smaller ones who do, show a
startling situation which even many
economists are unaware off. The
GAO says that off balance sheet liabilities of reporting banks exceeded
$4 trillion--or 884% of equity
capital in 1988, and rose by $11
billion in 1989.
My economic
intelligence source told me that this
year off balance sheet liabilities
EXCEED bank equity by 6,15O%.
In 1988 only 11 types of off balance

sheet activities were reported to the
GAO, whereas over 35 categories
were reported by the FDIC during
the same period. What off balance
sheet activities can do is wreck any
bank,
even the biggest like
Citicorp. CITICORP’S OFF BALLIABILITIES
SHEET
ANCE
NOW STAND AT $1 TRILLION
AS OF TODAY. To make matters
worse, Citicorp, in conformity with
its long-standing practice won’t
write down its losses and keeps real
estate loans that are long gone on its
books as if the assets existed.
Citicorp’s credit card business is on
the skids. According to a friend of
mine who used to work at Salomon
Brothers until he was laid off recently, Citicorp has- been grossly
overstating its credit card business
profits for the past two years. In
trying to cover up its malfeasance,
Citicorp fired top executives in its
credit card division, saying they had
used fraudulent tactics.
That Citicorp is in the first stages of
being taken over by bank regulators
has been confirmed by three of my
sources. But no amount of rescue
effort will stop Citicorp from collapsing. Representative John Dingel1 said a few days ago,
“CITICORP IS TECHNICALLY
INSOLVENT. ” That Citicorp will
fail is almost a foregone conclusion,
and when it does, it will drag
hundreds of banks down with it.
This is only one of many signs that
the British are burning down
Washington--for the second time,
and all President Bush can do is
play his fiddle on the sidelines. 0
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Yugoslavia: A critical analysis. Part II
J

10/31/91 Dr. J. Coleman
Arising directly from the antiCroatian
campaign,
an incident
was created by the intelligence
services of Britain and the U.S.
In March 1991, in response to
the barrage of lies and distortions and heated rhetoric against
Croatia, armed Serbian; took to
the streets in the Croatian town
of Pakrac.. Amidst guufire, . the
Croatian police were called. upon.
to put the rebellion down. This
was a fatal error. The Croatian
leaders had been profiled by the
CIA who knew they would react
in this manner, but who actually
ordered the police action is still
something of a mystery. The trap
was sprung.
What the Croatian leaders should
have done was call in the Yugoslavian Army to put down the
rebellion in accordance with the
constitution. Thus, in the small
town of Pakrac, the seeds of a
and possibly
wider, disastrous
fatal conflict for Croatia
and
Germany were sown. Let there
be no mistake about it, the CIA
played an active role in triggering the Pakrac action, just as it
had done in Sharpeville in South
Africa in the 196Os, and in the
Gulf of Tonkin, and the revolution that brought down the Shah
of Iran. As Secretary of State
James Baker
III subsequently
the United
States,
confirmed,
while not publicly condoning this
key Serbian operation in Pakrac,
certainly did not condemn it.
Y YUGOSTAVIA?

Why all this activity against a
small nation crying for independence, when all over the world
the rights of self realisation of
ethnic peoples is being encouraged? (The exception being South
Africa where
the Whites are
facing genocide,
thanks to the
treasonous
De Klerk and his
U.S. State Department
allies.) So
why Yugoslavia?
’
For answers to the question we
must examine the entente which
has grown up between Germany
and Russia, with Japan steadily
driftingtoward an alliance with

confirming
these two countries,
the work I wrote in 1984 in
which I gave reasons why the
lineup in a Third World War
would be the U.S., China, Britain
and France against Russia, Germany and Japan.
In order to neutralise a united
Germany
strongly tied to the
which was not
Soviet Union,
anticipated by the CIA or the
State Department, it was decided
to use Croatia as a destabilising
factor and cause a rift between
Moscow and Bonn. In addition,
it has always been important for
Britain to restore
the Venice
Connection
through
a Serbian
monarchy closely allied with British royalty.
U.S. and British strategists felt
that if they supported the Serbians, who are largely communists, the Soviet Union would
have no option but to stand by
Serbia in a clash with Croatia.
Germany
on the other hand,
being a Western Christian country, would be duty bound to support Croatia, partly by reason of
its historical ties to the Croatians. However, the State Department, James Baker and Company have miscalculated.
There
will be no splitting of the SovietGerman alliance.
What then? Draw the Germans
into the conflict by blocking their
trade rights in the Danube Basin
and destroying Croatia? This is
exactly what followed. To add to
the brew, economic conditions in
Yugoslavia were deliberately worsened. The Croatians who privatised some of their industry are
now a convenient scapegoat for
the ongoing
chaotic
economic
problems plaguing the country. It
is all too pat, which rules out
happenstance.
One must also bear in mind the
role played by Kissinger Associates and Lawrence Eagleburger,
Undersecretary
of State, who
always acts for his boss, even
when that means risking conflict
of interest, which has happened
numerous times in the context of
Yugoslavia
and will no doubt
continue
to happen.
We shall
return to the subject of Kissinger
and Eagleburger as we proceed.
An interesting development which

came in late September
was a
diplomatic note from the State
Department
urging Hungary not
to support Croatia. As a former
part
of the Austro-GermanHungarian empire, Hungary has
been
sending
equipment
and
medicine to its Croatian ally.

in the pre-Gulf War situation,
Bush received his orders to take
the necessary action to undercut
the National Coordinating
Committee.

There is a lesson in the situation
that has developed in- Yugoslavia
since May 17th, particularly for
South Africa. The lesson is that
“power
sharing”
is a dismal
failure, just as it will be in South
Africa if the De Clerk government tries to implement its farcical bluff that its agreement
to
with the ANC
share
power
actually has a chance of working.

Enter Tricky Tutweiler May 20th,
1991-the same Tutweiler
who
misled Saddam Hussein down the
road to hell. Tutweiler, warming
to her role as Madam Dufarge,
then announced
punitive economic measures against ALL SIX
PEPUBLICS,
while
shielding
behind the lie that U.S. economic measures were designed to
punish Serbia. A neat little trick
that! Punish your friend so that
punishment aiso falls on the five
innocent victims of his brutality,
thereby
deflecting
criticism of
U.S. failure to support Croatia.

According
to. the Yugoslavian
constitution,
the presidency
is
supposed
to rotate each year,
with all six leaders of the federated republics having a turn at
taking the reins. On May 15th,
the rotation process was stopped
by the Serbians when it came to
the turn of Croatian President
Stipe Mesic. Led by a communist
bloc of Serbian Bolsheviks, Slobodan Milosevic iefused to hand
over power. Had he done SO,
command
of the Yugoslavian
military forces would have passed
to the Croatian President and,
barring an army revolt, there
would have been no shooting.
To the disappointment
of Kissinger Associates representing the
Bush administration,
not even
this lowdown piece of trickery
was sufficient to start the desired
war. Instead of reacting angrily,
Croatian President Stipe Mesic
called for a referendum,
the
result of which proved that 94%
of the Croatians wanted an independent
state. Surprisingly, the
Croatians
were
backed
by
Macedonia and Bosnia.
At that point, wiser counsels prevailed, and a civil war was averted by anti-war Generals Petar
Gracanin
and General
Veljko
Kadijevic joining a national Coordinating
Committee
to discuss
the future of Croatia in a loose
federation. This unexpected development shocked the RIIA and
its pro-monarchical
faction.
Shortly thereafter, following the
guidelines laid down by the British controllers of President Bush

E DUFARGE

Tutweiler’s announcement
did the
trick and inflamed Serbians were
now able to say that they were
fighting not only to preserve
Yugoslavia,
but also against
American efforts to intervene in
internal
affairs.
the country’s
When the U.S. vetoed IMF loans
totaling $3.5 billion, Yugoslavia
was pushed into civil war. The
Serbian Bolsheviks blamed Croatia for the financial mess because
of its break-away
actions and
said they were obligated to unify
the country so that economic
calm could be restored to the
entire country.
On June 21st, 1991, Secretary
Baker
bade
his spokesperson
Madam Dufarge a fond farewell
and arrived in Belgrade on June
22nd. The ground for his visit
had been carefully prepared
in
advance by Lawrence Eagleburger, his assistant and king-pin in
Kissinger
Associates.
Never a
man to let the grass grow tall,
Baker gave carte blanche approval for the Serbian Bolshevik leader,
Slobodan
Milosevic
to
launch his attack on Croatia by
telling this close friend of Eagleburger’s that Washington would
only recognise Yugoslavia if it
did not break up into federated
states.
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Had Baker announced from the
housetops that he was for Serbia,
he could not have been clearer.
Certainly
Eagleburger’s
friend,
Milosevic didn’t have any trouble
in correctly reading Baker’s signal. To understand the dirty role
played by Baker and the Bush
administration, we need to refer
to the Congressional Record of
April 25th., where Congressman
Gonzales,
testifying before
the
House Banking Committee,
tied
Kissinger Associates in with the
Banco
Nazionale
de1 Lavoro
scandal and its connections with
Yugoslavia.
Gonzalez
led the committee
through the Eagleburger connection with the top British assets
in Belgrade whom he assisted
with the founding of the New
York
branch
of Ljubljanska
Banka Yugoslavia. In spite of his
nomination
to the position of
Undersecretary
of State, Gonzalez revealed
that Eagleburger
had remained on the board of
LBS right up until the day of his
Senate confirmation hearings.
It also came out that Eagleburger is in daily contact with the
Serbian leaders. The role of the
Institute for Policy Studies in the
Eagleburger-Yugoslav-Serbian
partnership
runs through
Carl
formerly
of Social
Gershman,
Democrats U.S.A. and continues
with the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED), a CIA operation spinoff of Project Democracy.
In July 1991, an important step
was
taken
by
the
Bush
administration
on behalf of its
British masters. With the growing
“threat” of a united Germany,
the RIIA felt that the time had
come to block German “expanBasin.
sion” into ‘the Danube
Eagleburger,
as
the
Bush
administration’s expert on Yugoslavian, affairs and his close colleague R. Mark Palmer, drafted
Gershman
to form the Central
European
Development
Corporation (CEDC).
The CEDC was in turn controlled by former U.S. Ambassador
to Austria, Ronald Lauder, who
is tied to Canadian
property
developer
billionaire
Albert
Reichman. The purpose of this
network? Prevent Germany from

doing
any business
in the
Danube basin. To me this looks
like an eerie rerun of the economic warfare waged against Japan
that provided the entree for the
U.S. into the Second World War.
R. Mark Palmer may be guilty
of serious conflicts of interest
because he carried out a great
deal of work for CEDC while
still in government service.
ROBERT MAXWELL

Newspaper
billionaire
Robert
Maxwell was drafted into the
“hate Germany” press campaign
which had his and other papers
calling it the “Fourth Reich” but
he has not had very much to say
since the arrest of former East
German President Honecker, his
closest friend. My source said
that
Honecker’
and Maxwell
shared more than just a fiiendship; they also shared STASI
secrets, which have the potential
of doing a great deal of damage
to British, U.S. and Israeli interests. STASI was, before the dissolution of East Germany, the
most feared intelligence service
in the world. Now that Honecker
is under
arrest,
Maxwell will
have to watch his back.
PRINCE AI .EXANDEB

Lurking in the shadows behind
President Bush, British interests
saw to it that their puppet, Serbian Crown Prince Alexander,
born in exile and living in splendour in London, was airfreighted
to Washington two days before
Queen
Tut made
her move
against Croatia. Addressing the
National Press Club, Alexander
made it plain that his return to
Serbian Yugoslavia was in the
cards.
He did not tell his audience
that, once back in Yugoslavia, he
would revert to the 1941 role of
his Karageorgevich
family as
puppets of the RIIA. The history
of the Karageorgevich
family
stamps
them
as pure
Black
Nobility,
beginning
with Kara
George (George Petrovich) who
was part of the Petrovich-Nlegosh Montenegron
dynasty, and
one of Blackest most bloodthirsty
bandits in the Balkans.

The Karageorgevich family got its
royal decrees from the Ottoman
empire hence its Serbian Byzantine outlook. The family made a
great deal of money out of its
monopoly of the pork business.
Their connections
with Greek
royalty eventualiy
brought cozy
relations between the Battenburg
(Mountbatten)
and Karageorgevich dynasties.
It was Kara George who led the
first bloody Serbian insurrection,
so the Serbian war of attrition
and bloodshed of Croatians will
not shock Crown Prince Alexander. After doing the rounds in
Crown
Prince
Washington,
Alexander
ended
up in that
queer place, the Bohemian Club
in California
where
many a
crooked deal to spill the blood
of sovereign
of nationalists
nations has been hatched.
After Alexander’s U.S. visit, the
plot thickened considerably. It is
an old maxim that politics makes
strange bedfellows. Germany is
now being warned by its closest
former ally, the U.S., to stay out
of the war raging in Croatia.
Hans Deter Genscher,
in turn
warned
that any attempts
to
alter borders by force in Yugoslavia for and on behalf of a
Greater Serbia was “totally unacceptable”
and could lead to
war that might spill over into
Europe in a far wider conflict
involving Germany.
It will be recalled that Serbia
acquired large tracts of Austria
during the First World War, and
the bitter taste of that is still
with many Austrians and Germans. On August 5th Genscher
called upon the , EEC nations to
recognise
the independence
of
Croatia. The EEC missions led
by Hans van den Broek of Holland have all been turned down
by Serbian President
Milosevic
who is confident that he has the
total
support
of the Bush
administration.
Isn’t it strange that ever since
the First World War, the United
States has ALWAYS found itself
on the wrong side of global and
regional conflicts, which no matter how hard sovereign nations
that befriended
the U.S. fought
for .their rights, always ended up
losing their country and their
liberty? Bush has pledged that
the New World Order will not

recognise Croatia, yet gladly recognises the Zionist state of Israel
notwithstanding
its constant
aggression
against
Arabs
and
The
Austrian
Palestinians.
government sent diplomatic notes
of protest over the double standard of the U.S. The State
Department
merely acknowledged
the notes but unlike its warning
to Hungary and Albania to “stay
out of it”, did not address Austria’s concerns.
The Bush administration is steadfastly refusing to recognise that
Greater Serbia is a threat to
world peace and thus a concern
of all nations, by sweeping it
under the carpet as merely a
regional matter. How can it be a
“regional matter”
with Britain,
France and the U.S. solidly backing Serbian-Yugoslavian
assaults
by air, sea and land on Croatia?
By September
lst, the war in
Croatia had reached the proportions of a major war with in
excess of 1000 killed and close
to twice that number wounded.
The Yugoslav-Serbian
offensive
in late August was conducted not
by partisans, but by two infantry
brigades, 200 tanks and 103 warplanes.
What is the Serbian game plan
and why is it that so many EEC
have come to
“peace
plans”
naught? The answer is that first
of all, anything Lord Carrington
has a hand in is guaranteed to
fail and second, none of the
EEC plans were approved
by
Washington.
This
leaves
the
Yugoslav Serbian partnership free
to seize as big an area of Croatia as they can subdue before
their Byzantine
British puppet
King arrives. Indeed the strategy
is. the same as that followed by
the Serbians in the Austro-Serbian war of 1914-1918.
OTHER MAJOR WAR?

Is there any danger of the “local
conflict” starting another
major
war? I believe so, bearing in
mind that the First World War
began at Sarejevo with the assassination of Archduke, Ferdinand
by Bolshevik Serbians. At least
half of Croatia is now occupied
Please see CROATIA,

next page.
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by Seibian-Yugoslavian
armed
forces. It is strange how Bush
refuses
to ask the United
Nations to give him an Iraqi-type
mandate to send U.S. forces to
Croatia to put an end to “brutal
naked aggression”. The cowardly
U.S. Congress which lives beholden to the British oligarchy also
does nothing.
But Serbian aggression does not
stop with Croatia, in fact in September
it extended
to Bosnia,
and
Macedonia.
Montenegro
Large movements
of Hungarian
refugees from these areas are in
progress.
Hungarians
remember
all too well the slaughter that
occurred when the Serbians overran parts of their country in
WWI and WWII. A general
mobilisation of civilians was called for by Croatia at the end of
September.

Bush showed where he is coming
from when he joined the notorious Boris Pankin in proclaiming
the task ahead as “development
of long term U.N. strategy of the
use of U.N. forces”. .From the
forgoing statements Bush has signaled that henceforth
the U.N.
will decide national boundaries,
and any nation that kicks against
it will suffer the fate of Iraq.
Not one word was mentioned
about the illegal war going on in
Croatia. Apparently the U.N. has
a double standard when it comes
to “regional conflicts”.
While I have frequen.tly mentioned the Yugoslav Army, it
should be made clear that it is a
Serbian
national
army.
Even
before the First World War, the
army has consisted of Serbians
with a dominant Serbian officer
class. It was the Serbian army
under the direction of Britain
and the European Entente that
pushed tfie Croatians into the
agreements that created the new
country of Yugoslavia in 1918.

The failure of the Bush administration to stop Serbian
naked
aggression
contrasts
very
strangely with his lightning sup- Intimidation,
threats,
violence,
port of the evil dictatorship of blackmail
and murder,
forced
Kuwait and makes a total mock- Croatians
to accept the new
ery of his U.N speech on Sep- country much against their wills.
tember 23rd when he promised
The differences’ between Serbians
peace and security for nations
and the Croatians
are very
clearly marked:
Serbians have
under
a New World
Order.
There has not been a word from always been a Byzantine Bolshethat
miserable
apology for a vik eastern people (at one stage
with the Turks
human being, Secretary Perez de they fought
against Western Europe), while
CuelIar,. no rush to condemn
the Croatians are Western ChrisGreater Serbia for its violations
of international law. What hypo- tian people.
cracy marks our foreign policy.
The Bush administration
must
bear full responsibility for its role
in creating Greater
Serbia for
the British monarchy and those
In the post WWI and WWII
it has infected with the virus of periods, Croatians were forced to
‘anti-Germanic phobia.
live in a state they despised. Tito
imposed
a barbaric rule over
Bush has the nerve to go on
them,
and
silenced any resistance
starving the Iraqi nation to death
leaders who had the temerity to
while mouthing the word “princiup for the Croatian
ple” which sounds strange on his speak
people.
About 300,000 Croatians
lips. Apparently
the invasion of
died
because
they wanted freeCroatia by Serbian troops is not
dom, murdered at the hands of
“a menacing precedent
threatenthe Serbian police and military.
ing the New World Order”. We
The full story of the terrible
who follow British history, and
of Croatian
civilians
by that I mean the history of its massacre
who fled to Austria during the
most
notable
secret
societies,
Second World War has yet to be
among which is the Committee
told.
of 300, know full well what Bush
is doing in helping to construct a Fearing
for their
lives, the
new imperialist Britain, that has
300,000 Croatians moved across
as its intention the subjugation of
even the United States.

the border to the British Army
occupied Austrian town of Bleiburg in front of the advancing
Chetniks under Broz Tito. Thinking they were safe now that they
had given themselves up to British military
occupiers
of the
town, they were horrified to find
themselves surrounded early one
morning by Tito and his gang of
murderers. Tito had obtained the
express permission of war criminal Winston Churchill to violate
Austrian territory to attack and
murder the Croatian refugees.
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